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Abstract

Statecharts extend conventional state-transition diagrams with the notion

of hierarchy, concurrency and communication. Their expressiveness makes

them a popular language for modeling synchronous reactive systems, a

crucial step towards design and development of embedded software for

real-life systems. In many instances the system being developed happens

to be safety-critical and formal verification of such systems, before their

deployment, becomes imperative.

In theory, it is possible to verify a synchronous system using model-checkers

that are not tuned for synchronization. The synchrony has to be encoded

as part of the input design in such a case. This can be done by either

adding a scheduler explicitly, so that the processes are given turns to

execute, or implicitly, wherein each process busy-waits to synchronize with

others. While this approach leverages the power of existing model-checking

tools, it is prohibitively inefficient because it fails to exploit the parallelism

and control structure inherent to the input system.

We propose an extension of lazy abstraction based model-checking tech-

nique, to automatically verify reactive synchronous systems, with the

purpose of analyzing synchronous concurrency explicitly rather than en-

coding it. This circumvents the exponential blow-up of the state space

caused by simulating synchronous behaviour using interleavings. Sym-

para, a tool that implements the proposed extension, manifests this state

space reduction as an order of magnitude decrease in the time taken for

verification over alternative approaches.

A notable advantage of this approach is that it effectively addresses the

synchrony and concurrency of systems, without interfering with the core

model checking technique. Consequently, one may lift these specialization

restrictions on input design, or implementation, and look to improve the

verification algorithm itself, with the assurance of a cascade effect to

synchronous systems. Pursuing this ahead, we explore ways to generate



program invariants quicker. The state-of-the-art invariant generation

techniques, in practice, often struggle to find concise loop invariants. As a

result, model checking tools implementing these techniques degrade into

unrolling loops, which is ineffective for non-trivial programs. We evaluate

experimentally whether loop accelerators enable existing program analysis

algorithms to discover loop invariants more reliably and more efficiently.

We confirm this empirically through a comprehensive study over a number

of benchmarks from the literature.

As acceleration harnesses a low-level control structure i.e. loops, it be-

comes natural to ask if the higher-level anatomy of an input system offers

anything for exploitation, e.g. its modularity. In fact, considering proce-

dures as modules, we look at the problem of finding safety-violations of

sequential programs in a compositional way. In this direction, we formalize

a space of property-guided compositional refutation techniques, discuss

their properties with respect to efficiency and completeness, and evaluate

them experimentally.

Towards completion, we build upon our work on compositional refutation

to proving safety using k-induction. k-induction is a well-known technique

for proving programs safe. However, for large programs, the bounded model

checking instances generated to check k-inductive proofs often exceed the

limits of resources available. We propose an interprocedural approach to

modular k-induction, as an instance of a more general refinement approach

to program verification.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software systems are ubiquitous; but at the same time, developing good software is

hard. There are a thousand opportunities to make mistakes. More importantly, it is

difficult if not impossible to anticipate all the situations that a software program will

be faced with, more so when it is interacting with other software programs that are not

under one’s control. In other words, exhaustive testing is impracticable due to the size

of the input space. A feasible alternative is that of scenarios based testing. But not

all scenarios may be known. Besides, it is possible that certain cases get overlooked,

or one may fail to consider the corner cases. Therefore it is essential, especially in

safety-critical systems, that a software system is proved correct before it is deployed.

Model Checking is a formal verification technique which allows for desired be-

havioural properties of a given system to be verified. It requires a model of the system

under consideration (for instance, an implementation), and a desired property, and

systematically checks whether or not the given model satisfies this property. The

check may output yes (if there is a proof that the property indeed holds), no (in case

there is a counterexample, i.e. an execution path violating the property), or unknown

(when the check exhausts the physical limits of computer memory available).

Proving correctness of software is one of the most central challenges in computer

science. Modern state-of-the-art verification techniques still fail to scale to large,

real-life systems. Our work is aimed at addressing this problem, under the principal

thesis that it is useful to exploit the source-level syntactic and semantic structure of a

given design, or an implementation, for improving the scalability of safety verification.

1.1 Motivation

While automated verification techniques have progressed significantly in the last several

years, scalable software verification continues to be a challenge. On real-life instances,
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the existing approaches often exceed the limits of resources available for a given

verification task. We consider safety properties, which assert that the system always

stays within some allowed region in which nothing “bad” happens. We investigate

methods to scale verification of safety properties, with the aim of exploiting the source

level syntactic and semantic structure of a software system.

The initial motivation for this work comes from the desire to verify Electronic

Control Units (ECUs) in the automotive domain. We consider Statecharts [60], the

design language in which these ECUs are given, and explore the possibilities of formally

verifying a rather general system in this language. We address the scalability issue

arising out of three important aspects of automotive ECUs designed as Statecharts: i)

concurrency, ii) loops, and iii) scale (or, in other words, the size of the input software

to be verified). In line with this, there are three major parts of our work, each focusing

on an aspect listed here. In the following section we lay the context in which we study

these aspects, accurately state the problems, and briefly discuss why these problems

are of interest.

1.2 Context, Problems, and Objectives

We begin our study with Statecharts, a visual formalism proposed by David Harel,

and restrict ourselves to the Statemate semantics of Statecharts [61]. Statecharts

are popular as a language for modeling synchronous reactive systems, although the

expressiveness complicates the task of formally verifying these systems. In the first

part of our work we explore the concurrency aspect of this problem. In particular,

we look at the issue of redundant interleavings, brought about by the synchronous

concurrency of Statecharts under Statemate semantics.

Existing approaches to formal verification of Statecharts (or, in fact, most other

formalisms specifying synchronous reactive systems) predominantly rely on extracting

the underlying global transition relation for the system [16,76,105]. This approach

permits the application of a wide range of standard methods for state space explo-

ration such as BDD-based Model Checking, Bounded Model Checking, k-induction or

interpolation, but has the disadvantage of requiring to explicitly construct a scheduler

to account for all possible process interleavings, thereby increasing the complexity of

verification substantially [30, 93].

An alternative is to use a verifier for asynchronously composed threads (e.g. [104])

and instrument the model to enforce synchronization of the processes at their syn-

chronization points. This not only adds further states per thread (owing to the

2



synchronization), but also leads to exploration of many irrelevant states, as interleav-

ings that happen between the synchronization points have no effect.

A crucial limitation of these approaches lies in their failure in harnessing the par-

allelism and control structure inherent to the system’s implementation. In accordance

with our thesis, we attempt to exploit the semantics of Statemate Statecharts to

ease the task of verification. Specifically, we answer the following question:

• For synchronous reactive systems modeled as Statemate Statecharts, is it

possible to analyze synchronous concurrency explicitly, rather than encoding it

as part of the system’s implementation?

We suggest an extension of lazy abstraction based model-checking technique for

automatic verification of synchronous reactive systems [80] to meet the set objective.

Moving further, in the second part of this work we focus on another aspect of such

systems - loops. While the motivation for this comes from Statecharts, loops are very

much a part of any non-trivial system irrespective of the implementation language.

For broader applicability therefore, we look at this aspect in the context of sequential

programs. As concurrent programs have sequential components, a technique for

sequential programs would be imminently extensible to concurrent programs.

The state-of-the-art invariant generation techniques, in practice, often struggle to

find concise loop invariants. Consequently, model checking tools implementing these

techniques degrade into unrolling loops, which is ineffective for non-trivial programs.

Loop unrollings help in obtaining stronger invariants progressively. As an example,

for tools inferring invariants using interpolation, unrollings help in moving from overly

specific interpolants, with respect to a given unrolling, to more general ones. At the

same time, even for tools that do not compute an invariant explicitly, like Cbmc [31],

unrollings help in the implicit discovery of invariants that strengthen the premise, so

that the goals may be discharged.

With the objective of generating program invariants quicker, we explore the option

of loop acceleration [18,19,46,65,68] as a precursor to verification. Acceleration captures

the exact effect of arbitrarily many iterations of an integer relation, by computing its

reflexive transitive closure in one step. A loop accelerator, thus computed, can replace

the loop in the original program without impacting its behaviour. In this context, we

specifically address the following question:

• Do loop accelerators enable existing program analysis algorithms to discover loop

invariants more reliably and more efficiently?

3



Acceleration in the general case is as difficult as the original verification problem.

Practical applications of acceleration are therefore usually restricted to some special

cases. As the transitive closure of the loop body is often not effectively computable,

it is in general not possible to obtain an accelerator that captures the behaviour of

the loop precisely. Thus, acceleration is mostly either over-approximative or under-

approximative [18, 68, 73]. Besides, acceleration frequently specializes in particular

application domains, e.g., control software [1, 43]. Acceleration techniques are also

typically tuned to a given analysis technique (e.g., abstract interpretation or predicate

abstraction [39,55]) that is to be applied subsequently. As a result, it is not immediately

evident if the question posed above can be answered rather generally.

We perform an extensive experimental evaluation [81] and provide strong empirical

evidence to answer the question in the affirmative. This brings us to the final part of

our work where we attend to the issue of scale. We aim at exploiting modularity, a

quality intrinsic to large software systems. Specifically, we investigate the following to

begin with:

• Is it possible to generate counterexamples in a modular way to speed up safety

refutation?

Refutation algorithms are usually based on finding a violating execution trace,

which seems to be inherently non-compositional. Thus, the study of compositional

refutation is an under-explored area of research. Yet, solutions to this problem have

significant impact on other research problems. As a motivation, consider the following

two algorithmic approaches in verification and testing that will be enabled by efficient

compositional refutation algorithms:

• Property-guided abstraction refinement algorithms need to decide whether coun-

terexamples that are found in the abstraction are spurious or true counterexam-

ples. The lack of compositional refutation techniques forces these algorithms to

operate in a monolithic manner and is therefore an obstacle to scaling them to

large programs.

• Automated test generation techniques based on Bounded Model Checking are

successfully used in various industries to generate unit tests. However, they

do not sufficiently scale to accomplish the task of generating integration tests.

Compositional refutation techniques achieve exactly this goal: they efficiently

produce refutations (from which test vectors can be derived) on unit (module)
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level and enable their composition in order to obtain system level refutations,

i.e. integration tests.

As a first step in this direction, we lay the base for a systematic study of the

problem domain. We start from the monolithic safety verification problem and present

a step-by-step derivation of the compositional safety refutation problem. We also

propose three techniques for compositional safety refutation with different degrees of

completeness [79].

Having looked at refutations, we naturally turn towards the problem of safety

proofs, exploring if these proofs can be constructed in a modular way. We use k-

induction, a popular techniques for proving safety, and formulate the verification

problem using k-induction within a generic refinement algorithm framework. In

particular, we ask the following question:

• Is there a compositional approach to k-induction, in an abstraction-refinement

framework that allows a component-wise refinement instead of a monolithic one?

Analyzing code as a monolithic, usually flattened, entity instead of using a divide-

and-conquer approach prevents one from exploiting the syntactic and semantic struc-

ture, e.g. procedure hierarchy, in the program. Bounded model checking, for instance,

unfolds and inlines procedures in the program while unwinding the loops. Most

leading complete model-checking methods for safety verification, including ones that

use over-approximations, are not compositional [20,82].

Building upon our work on safety refutation, we propose an interprocedural k-

induction approach based on an interprocedural counterexample spuriousness check

and a selective refinement of loop unwindings and procedure inlining. In the next

section we summarize our results, and highlight the core contributions made in this

piece of work.

1.3 Contributions

In conformity with the problem and objectives illustrated in the previous section, we

present the contributions made through our work in the following subsections.
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1.3.1 Verifying Synchronous Reactive Systems

We explore a novel way of verifying synchronous reactive systems [80] that uses a model

checking algorithm based on Lazy Abstraction with Interpolants (LAwI) [83], also

known as the Impact algorithm. This algorithm unwinds the control-flow graph of

the program into an abstract reachability tree. Each vertex in this tree corresponds to

a program control location, and is labeled with a fact about the program variables that

is true at that point in the execution of the program. When a vertex corresponding to

the error location is reached, the algorithm strengthens the facts along the path to

that vertex, so as to prove the error vertex unreachable. The crux of the algorithm is

a covering criterion that allows it to soundly stop the unwinding and terminate with

a correctness proof of the program. This combination of low-cost program unwindings

combined with path-based refinement and covering checks gives rise to an efficient

software model checking algorithm.

Recently, the Impact algorithm was extended to support asynchronous concurrent

processes using an interleaved semantics and implemented in a tool called Impara [104].

Impara, which analyses concurrent C programs with POSIX or Win32 threads,

combines partial-order reduction with the Impact algorithm. We have tailored and

optimized Impara to implement our new technique, which we call Sympara.

Specifically, we make the following contributions through this work:

• A novel concurrent static-single assignment (SSA) form, which enables using a

fixed schedule for process execution in synchronously composed systems.

• A covering criterion that dictates when the unwinding must stop, while ensuring

correctness of the algorithm in the synchronous setting.

This, in fact, relates to our main result:

Theorem. The proposed covering criterion is sound, i.e. the unwinding stops

only when either a counterexample is found, or the error location has been proved

unreachable.

• A tool, Sympara, that implements this technique in the Cprover [31] frame-

work, and experimental results that show an order of magnitude improvement

over other techniques for several realistic examples.
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1.3.2 Loop Acceleration as a Precursor to Verification

In this work, we evaluate experimentally whether loop accelerators enable existing

program analysis algorithms to discover loop invariants more reliably and more

efficiently. We do this through a comprehensive study on the synergies between

acceleration and invariant generation.

We use acceleration to summarize loops by computing a closed-form representation

of the loop behaviour [72]. The closed form can be turned into an accelerator, which

is a code snippet that skips over intermediate states of the loop to the end of the loop

in a single step.

We make the following conjectures:

1. Accelerators support the invariant synthesis that is performed by program

analyzers, irrespective of the underlying analysis approach.

2. Analyses supported by acceleration not only do better than the original ones,

they also outperform other state-of-the-art tools performing similar analysis.

We test our hypotheses by performing an evaluation over an extensive set of

benchmarks and a variety of tools. The core contribution of this work is an experimental

study [81].

We use two analyzers in our experiments to substantiate the first claim (that

accelerators aid existing analyzers). Cbmc [31] is the model checker used in [74]; as a

bounded analyzer, it makes no attempt to infer invariants and is only able to conclude

correctness if the program is shallow. Impara [104] is a program verifier based on the

LAwI-paradigm. Impara generates invariants using a very basic approach that relies

on weakest preconditions, and does not employ any powerful interpolation engine.

Both Impara and Cbmc are characterized by very weak invariant inference, and

are thus expected to benefit substantially from acceleration. To relate the outcome

to the best invariant generation techniques, towards validating our second claim, we

include two other analyzers: CPAchecker [13] and Ufo [3]. These tools implement a

broad range of invariant generation methods, including various abstract domains and

interpolation. The comparison is performed on over 200 benchmarks, including those

used in the Software Verification Competition 2015 [11].

Acceleration enabled Cbmc to handle 21% more cases, and Impara to handle

8% more cases. The number of benchmarks correctly proved safe increased by 65%

and 10%, respectively, for Cbmc and Impara. For benchmarks correctly proved

unsafe, acceleration brought about a rise of 28% for Cbmc and 30% for Impara. The
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experiments also demonstrated that these tools, when combined with acceleration,

outperformed Ufo and CPAchecker in terms of both safe and unsafe instances solved

correctly (cf. Table 3.1).

1.3.3 Exploiting Modularity of Implementation: Refutations

As a first step towards exploiting the modularity of an implementation, we inves-

tigate compositional refutation techniques in hierarchical, e.g. procedure-modular,

decomposition of sequential programs. Unlike verification, refutation algorithms are

usually based on finding a violating execution trace, which seems to be inherently

non-compositional. As a result, the compositional refutation problem is not very well

studied. Through our work [79], we lay the base for a more systematic study of this

problem domain. Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• To place the problem in a wider context, we give an informal overview on

how completeness relates to problem decomposition in safety refutation and

verification.

• We formalize the problem space of safety refutation in hierarchical decompo-

sition and characterize the compositional completeness guarantees of various

algorithmic approaches.

Our main result, in decomposing the refutation problem, states that:

Theorem. For finite state programs, the proposed compositional refutation

algorithm with respect to hierarchical (e.g. procedure-modular) decomposition is

sound and complete.

• We propose three refutation approaches, Concrete Backward Interpretation,

Abstract Backward Interpretation, and Symbolic Backward Interpretation, in

increasing order of completeness.

• We provide an implementation of these safety refutation techniques as an

extension to 2LS [20,96], a verification tool built on the Cprover framework,

and give experimental results comparing their completeness and efficiency.
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1.3.4 Exploiting Modularity of Implementation: Proofs

In order to exploit the modularity of implementations for safety proofs, we extend

our work on safety refutation to modular safety verification using k-induction [100].

k-induction is one of the most popular techniques for proving safety. However, for

large programs, the bounded model checking instances generated to check k-inductive

proofs often exceed the limits of resources available. In order to address this:

• We formulate verification by k-induction within a generic refinement algorithm

framework.

• We propose an interprocedural k-induction approach based on an interprocedural

counterexample spuriousness check and a selective refinement of loop unwindings

and procedure inlining.

There are two important results that we establish in this context:

Theorem.

i) If monolithic k-induction proves a property for some finite k then the interprocedural

k-induction algorithm will prove it.

ii) If monolithic k-induction finds a counterexample after a finite k number of iterations,

then the interprocedural k-induction algorithm will find it too.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Each subsection of Section 1.3 has been

expanded into one chapter, that states, motivates and presents our solutions to the

problems discussed above. The results shown in Chapters 2-4 have been published

and presented at different peer-reviewed conferences, while those in Chapter 5 are still

unpublished.

The preliminaries needed for each chapter are discussed in that chapter itself, or in

an earlier chapter (and referenced fittingly). The contributions made through different

pieces of work, that this thesis incorporates, are highlighted towards the beginning of

every chapter.

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 have very minimal dependency on one another, and may

in fact be read in any order. Chapter 4, however, is a prerequisite for Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis, and lists interesting directions of future work.
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Chapter 2

Verifying Synchronous Reactive
Systems

In this chapter we look at Statecharts, a visual formalism proposed by David Harel,

and interpret them according to Statemate semantics of Statecharts [61]. Statecharts

are popular as a language for modeling synchronous reactive systems, although the

expressiveness complicates the task of formally verifying these systems. We focus on

the issue of redundant interleavings, brought about by the synchronous concurrency

of Statecharts under Statemate semantics.

2.1 Synchronous Reactive Systems and

Lazy Abstraction

Synchronous reactive processes are widely used for modeling and model-based design

of embedded software systems. Processes of this kind synchronize at designated points

in their control flow. Harel’s Statecharts [60] is a popular formalism for specifying such

processes. Statecharts extend conventional state-transition diagrams with the notion

of hierarchy, concurrency and communication. Since we are not concerned about how

the synchronizing components actually execute on a machine, we take the liberty to

use the terms processes, threads and components interchangeably in this chapter.

Existing approaches to formal verification of Statecharts (or, in fact, most other

formalisms specifying synchronous reactive systems) predominantly rely on building a

global transition relation for the system. This permits the application of a wide range

of standard methods for state space exploration such as BDD-based Model Checking,

Bounded Model Checking, and k-induction [27, 103, 106]. The key disadvantage of

the approach is that it requires that a scheduler is added to the model to account for

all possible process interleavings [84], thereby increasing the complexity of the model
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substantially. Furthermore, the approach fails to exploit the structure inherent in the

control-flow graph of the processes.

An alternative may be to use a verifier for asynchronously composed threads and

instrument the model to enforce synchronization of the processes at their synchro-

nization points. But not only would this add further states per thread (owing to

the synchronization), it will also lead to exploration of many irrelevant states, as

interleavings that happen between the synchronization points have no effect.

In this work, we explore a third, novel way of verifying synchronous reactive

systems. Our approach uses a model checking algorithm based on Lazy Abstraction

with Interpolants (LAwI) [83], also known as the Impact algorithm. It unwinds the

control-flow graph of the program into an abstract reachability tree (ART). Whenever

the exploration arrives at an error state, the nodes on the error path are annotated

with invariants that prove infeasibility of the error path. The crux of the algorithm is

a covering check that allows it to soundly stop the unwinding and terminate with a

correctness proof of the program. This combination of low-cost program unwindings

combined with path-based refinement and covering checks gives rise to an efficient

software model checking algorithm.

Recently, the Impact algorithm was extended to support asynchronous concurrent

processes using an interleaved semantics and implemented in a tool called Impara [104].

Impara, which analyses concurrent C programs with POSIX or Win32 threads,

combines partial-order reduction with the Impact algorithm. We have tailored and

optimized Impara to implement our new technique, which we call Sympara. The

essence of our algorithm is a novel concurrent static-single assignment (SSA) form

which enables us to use a fixed schedule for process execution.

While the motivation for this work has been to formally verify Statemate [61]

Statechart specifications, some of our ideas are imminently applicable to other similar

formalisms like Esterel [10], Lustre [26], and SIGNAL [51].

2.1.1 Contributions

We summarise the contributions of this chapter as follows.

• We present an extension to the IMPACT algorithm to handle concurrent pro-

cesses as per Statemate semantics. Specifically, the new algorithm supports re-

active generation of external events, blocking and non-blocking assignments, and

synchronous scheduling of concurrent processes with checks for non-determinism
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and race conditions. We prove that our extension, including a change to the

criteria for covering, is sound and complete (Section 2.5).

• We have implemented the new algorithm in a tool, called Sympara, with a C

front-end. We have verified several examples derived from real Statechart models

in Sympara, Impara, and Cbmc to compare their relative performances on

same designs. Our experiments confirm that Sympara performs significantly

better compared to other two approaches (Section 2.6).

2.2 Discussion on Related Work

There have been several attempts at applying formal verification to Statecharts. [15]

gives a good survey of this topic. Most of these efforts [16,34,76,105] have used the

global transition approach, i.e. they involve extracting the global transition relation

implemented by the Statechart system and coding it in the logic/language of a popular

model checker, e.g. SMV [25], VIS [24], and SPIN [66].

Sympara differs from the existing approaches by meeting the following objectives:

i) the verification technique underlying Sympara is based on LAwI, ii) Sympara

supports input in Ansi-C, offering applicability to formalisms that permit code

generation, and iii) Sympara preserves and exploits parallelism, control structure,

and hierarchy inherent to Statecharts. The work in [93] comes closest in terms of

the last objective. The authors of [93] build a compiler for translating Statemate

Statecharts into CSP and then verify it using the FDR model checker for CSP [92].

There have also been other attempts at exploiting behavioural hierarchy, e.g. [5, 7].

However, this has only been demonstrated for hierarchical reactive modules, a variant

of Statecharts.

The most closely related work is by Cimatti et al. [30], who have used a similar

software model checking approach based on lazy abstraction to verify SystemC models.

They also avoid adding a scheduler, however, their analysis explores all possible

interleavings. A distinguishing feature of Sympara is its ability to work with a

fixed schedule of process execution, accounting for synchronous races with an efficient

encoding.
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Figure 2.1: Parallel components evolve in steps and synchronize at step-boundaries

2.3 Preliminaries

2.3.1 Statecharts: Syntax and Semantics

Before getting to our technique, we briefly discuss the semantics that we will be using

throughout this chapter.

Following Statemate conventions, a transition labeled e[c]/a is said to be enabled

if the event e (treated as a predicate for the purpose of this discussion) and condition

c evaluate to true. Here, a denotes the action that is performed when the transition

occurs. Statemate requires execution to progress in steps. In each step, a transition,

if one is enabled, is executed in each process. It is this property of synchronous systems

that we exploit in order to fix a schedule. The actions execute atomically and take

effect only at the end of that step. Fig. 2.1 shows the evolution of such a system

through the steps taken by its parallel components (processes). Each component Ci

starts in its initial state, Ci0, and evolves by taking an enabled transition in each

step. The actions performed by one component are invisible to other components

until all the components hit the subsequent step-boundary (the vertical line joining

the components C∗j, as indicated in Fig. 2.1). It is at these step-boundaries that all

the changes, e.g. assignments happening in the actions, take effect. Note that this

may give rise to write-write races, if conflicting values are set to the same variable by

two different components in the preceding step.

The system keeps evolving till it reaches a state where none of the transitions

are enabled. Such a state is called a stable state. At this stage, inputs from the

environment are read and the system evolves further. Evidently, a sound verification
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technique for synchronous reactive systems must reason over all schedules, which, in

the worst case, requires effort exponential in the number of steps executed by each

thread.

In certain circumstances it is possible to guarantee that there is no race, e.g.,

when the enabled transitions modify disjoint sets of variables. In such a situation

it is possible to execute the transitions sequentially, using any ordering. Our key

observation is that even in a case of a race, it is possible to encode different behaviours,

while still working with a fixed execution order. We illustrate on this observation later

in this section, after an overview of our translation scheme.

2.3.2 Lazy Abstraction with Interpolants

Lazy Abstraction with Interpolants (LAwI) [83], also known as the Impact algorithm,

is one of the most efficient algorithms for addressing the data state explosion problem

for verification of sequential programs. The algorithm returns either a safety invariant

for a given program, finds a counterexample or diverges (the verification problem is

undecidable).

To this end, it constructs an abstraction of the program execution in the form of

a tree, while annotating nodes with invariants. Essentially, the algorithm unwinds

the control-flow graph of the program into an abstract reachability tree (ART). Each

vertex in the tree corresponds to a program control location, and is labeled with a

fact about the program variables that is true at that point in the execution of the

program. Each vertex is initially labeled true. When a vertex corresponding to the

error location is reached, the algorithm strengthens the facts along the path to that

vertex, so as to prove the error vertex unreachable.

This strengthening is done by generating an interpolant for the path to the error

state. An interpolant for a path is a sequence of formulas assigned to the vertices of the

path, such that each formula implies the next after executing the intervening program

operation, and such that the initial vertex is labeled true and the final vertex false.

Interpolants can be derived from the unsatisfiability proofs of infeasibility of paths,

and, therefore, existence of an interpolant implies that the error vertex is unreachable.

To put abstract reachability trees to work for proving program correctness for

unbounded executions, a criterion is needed to prune the tree without missing any

error paths. This role is assumed by a covering relation between the nodes. Intuitively,

the purpose of node labels (denoted by φ) is to represent inductive invariants, i.e.,

over-approximations of sets of states, and the covering relation (denoted by .) is the

equivalent of a subset relation between nodes. Consider two nodes, v and w, which
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share the same control location (a vector of individual thread locations, which we

denote by l), and φ(v) implies φ(w). If we establish that the superset node w cannot

be on an error path, we do not need to search for an error path from subset node v.

Therefore, if we can find a safety invariant for w, we do not need to explore successors

of v. In this case, we say that the node w covers the node v.

2.3.3 Verifying Multi-threaded Software with Impact

Impara [104] extends the original Impact algorithm [83] to concurrent software.

It constructs an ART, much like Impact, but iterates over all threads to account

for the concurrency. The single control location gets transformed into a vector, and

the expand routine enumerates all possible interleavings. This algorithm is very

inefficient in its basic form; due to the full interleaving semantics, the number of global

control locations grows very quickly. Impara amends this by combining monotonic

partial-order reduction (POR) with Impact.

2.4 Our Encoding

2.4.1 Statecharts to Concurrent C Programs

Given a system consisting of several components, we translate each component into a

separate process. The transition relation is encoded using a program label for every

state and, depending on the guard conditions, a goto jump from one program label to

another. Concurrency is achieved by creating threads and assigning every process to a

thread. Sympara’s construct sync() creates these threads, assigns processes to them

and ensures that every thread, when scheduled, executes exactly one statement of the

process assigned to it. Communication is encoded with the help of global variables.

Hierarchy may be achieved by spawning new threads inside a thread, to represent the

components at the next level of hierarchy. This may lead to multiple levels of nesting.

Sympara, by default, forces a context switch after every statement. It does so to

correctly capture the synchronous semantics of Statemate, which dictates that every

enabled component takes a transition and the variable values get synchronized at the

end of such a step. However, to model a different semantics, or when there are complex

transitions that are written across multiple statements, atomic sections can be used

to control the granularity at which interleavings should be analyzed. The desired

granularity differs depending on the modeling language. We use auxiliary ( shadow)

variables to encode actions along a transition, thus preventing them from taking
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initi runi waiti csi

in csi = 0;

starti req csi entryi

exiti

Figure 2.2: State-transition diagram for ith process

effect immediately. The values of these auxiliary variables are copied to the actual

variables at the end of each step, when the step-boundary is reached (see Fig. 2.1).

The environment is modeled as a separate process, which generates non-deterministic

values for the environmental inputs.

Let us consider an example consisting of two processes, pi and pj, executing

concurrently and synchronously, following a mutual exclusion protocol, as shown in

Fig. 2.2. The processes begin in an init state and then, after receiving the start signal,

move to a loop where they request access to a critical section, wait till the access is

granted, enter the critical section, and finally exit the critical section to get back to the

head of the loop. The system evolves through a sequence of steps, where in each step

both the processes receive the available signals (which may be thought of as external

events, or inputs from the environment) at the same time, and then take an enabled

transition together. The actions that happen as part of the enabled transitions do

not take effect immediately; they come into effect only after all the processes have

completed the step. This is how the processes are synchonously composed in the

system.

The variables starti, req csi and rel csi are inputs (events) supplied by the en-

vironment. The value of in csi indicates whether pi is in state csi or not. It is set

(reset) by all transitions entering (exiting) csi. The symbols entryi and exiti are place

holders for the labels “[(lock = 0) ∧ (⊕k in(waitk))] / lock = 1; in csi = 1;” and

“rel csi / lock = 0; in csi = 0;”, respectively. The variable lock is shared and used

by the processes to mark their entry to cs. The unary predicate in(s) is true if the

corresponding process is in state s. Fig. 2.3 outlines the translation of this protocol.

2.4.2 Concurrent SSA for Data Races

The static single assignment form (often abbreviated as SSA form or simply SSA) [40]

is a way of structuring the intermediate representation so that each variable is assigned

exactly once, and every variable is defined before it is used. We introduce the notion

of a concurrent SSA in this section, and show how it allows us to account for data
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void p_i ( ) {
init_i :
atomic{

i f ( start_i ) {
/∗ no a c t i o n s ∗/
goto run_i ;

}
e l s e {

goto init_i ;
}

}

. . .

wait_i :
atomic{

i f ( ( lock == 0) &&
( in_wait_j == 0) ) {

lock_shadow = 1 ;
in_cs_i_shadow = 1 ;
goto cs_i ;

}
e l s e {

goto wait_i ;
}

}

cs_i :
. . .

}

void environment ( ) {
atomic{

/∗ v a r i a b l e updates ∗/
lock = lock_shadow ;
in_cs_i =

in_cs_i_shadow ;
. . .

}
/∗ e x t e r n a l inputs

to be generated i f
system i s i n a c t i v e ∗/

i f ( inactive ) {
/∗ e x t e r n a l inputs ∗/
start_i = ∗ ;
req_cs_i = ∗ ;
. . .

}
}

void main ( ) {
atomic{

sync ( ) : p_i ( ) ;
sync ( ) : p_j ( ) ;

}
}

Figure 2.3: Code snippet for the protocol in Fig. 2.2

races. A data race, in our context, arises when two or more components modify a

variable in the same step. Since the effect of transitions take place only at the end of

a step, conflicting modifications to a variable by two different threads give rise to a

race. In such cases the variable can take a value assigned by any of the threads as the

final value. In order to avoid the analysis to branch at this stage, accounting for all

possible behaviours, we use concurrent SSAs.

Consider the example in Fig. 2.2, and the code structure corresponding to it

(shown in Fig 2.3). We are interested in verifying the correctness of this protocol, i.e.

in(csi) and in(csj) must never evaluate to 1 simultaneously, as per the Statemate
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n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9
p1 p2 p1 p2 p1 p2 p1 p2

Figure 2.4: An (incomplete) ART corresponding to the example in Fig. 2.2

semantics. Note that if the processes are in states csi and csj (say), and if rel csi and

rel csj evaluate to true, then pi and pj modify the variable lock in the same step.

While both the processes here set lock to 0, the values may differ in general. Instead

of considering both orders of execution (pi followed by pj and vice-versa), based

on a non-deterministically chosen boolean b, Sympara introduces the assignment

“lock = b?v : v′” where v and v′ are the values assigned to lock by different threads.

We term the SSA generated from such a conditional expression as concurrent SSA. It

is concurrent SSAs which allow fixing an execution order. Note that concurrent SSAs

are needed only when v is not equal to v′. During formal analysis, Sympara does

syntactic checks and constant propagation before invoking a decision procedure to

resolve this (in)equality.

Fig. 2.4 shows the first few nodes of an abstract reachability tree (ART) obtained

by unfolding the control-flow graph (CFG) of p1 and p2 along a path. The execution

begins at node n1 where both the processes are in their default state. As the unfolding

progresses, new nodes are formed. For instance, say n2 refers to the state where p1

is in init1 and p2 is still in its default state, n3 refers to the state where both p1 and

p2 are in the init state, and so on. Each node has a label associated with it, that

captures the invariants discovered so far for the corresponding node. Let n7 be the

node where both the processes are in the wait state. Assume the next two steps, to n8

and n9, are the entry i transitions for p1 and p2, respectively. This makes n9 an error

node, as both processes are in the cs state simultaneously. Once this happens, the

algorithm collects the constraints from the initial node, n1, to the error node, n9. If

the constraints are satisfiable, there is a property violation. In our case, the transition

from n7 to n8 requires exactly one process to be in the wait state, which is not the

case at n7. The node labels are then strengthened to eliminate the path by computing

sequential interpolants from the unsatisfiability proof, much like the way it is done

in [83] and [104]. Sympara terminates when all paths leading to the error node have

been eliminated.
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Figure 2.5: The original covering criterion may lead to false cover.

2.5 Technical Details

We now present an extension of the Impara algorithm for multi-threaded software,

to synchronously composed concurrent programs. Our algorithm, presented in the

subsection below, differs from that of Impara in primarily two aspects.

• Sympara iterates over the set of processes and computes successors in a fixed

order, tackling races using concurrent SSAs. This fixed order of process execution

is encoded in the ART by augmenting the control information at each node with

the process scheduled next on that node.

• Sympara adds an additional clause in the covering criterion, that the covering

node and the covered node must agree on the process scheduled next.

Intuitively, the purpose of node labels (denoted by φ) is to represent inductive

invariants, i.e. over-approximations of sets of states, and the covering relation (denoted

by .) is the equivalent of a subset relation between nodes. Consider nodes v and w

that share the same control location (a vector of individual thread locations, denoted

by l), and assume that φ(v) implies φ(w). Further, suppose the processes execute in

a fixed order and the next process scheduled at v is the same as one scheduled at

w. It is easy to see that if there was a feasible error path from v, there would be a

feasible error path from w too. Therefore, if we can find a safety invariant for w, we

do not need to explore successors of v. In other words, φ(v) is at least as strong as the

already sufficient invariant φ(w). Hence, if w is safe, so are the nodes in the subtree

rooted at v.

In absence of the third criterion (of the next scheduled process being the same),

above, if a process p becomes idle (does not change the global system state), the node

obtained after executing p could incorrectly be covered by the one before executing p

(see Fig. 2.5). The following definition formalizes cover for Sympara.

Definition 2.5.1. A node v is said to be covered by another node w (denoted as w.v)

if v and w have the same control location, φ(v)→ φ(w) and the next scheduled process

on both the nodes are the same, i.e. sp(v) = sp(w).
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2.5.1 The Verification Algorithm

The algorithm (Algorithm 1) constructs an ART by alternating three operation on

nodes: Expand, Refine, and Close.

Expand takes an uncovered leaf node and computes its successors along the next

scheduled process. The procedure maintains a set of active processes and schedules

them in a round-robin fashion to generate new successor nodes. The resulting node is

sensitive to the schedule order only when there is a race. We use concurrent SSAs to

model these races, as described in Section 2.4.2. For every enabled transition, Expand

creates a fresh tree node w, schedules the next process on w, updates its location to

the target location of the transition and initializes φ(w) to true. The node w is then

enqueued to a work list Q and a tree edge is added which records the step from v to w,

with the transition constraint R. If w happens to be an error location, the operation

Refine is invoked.

Refine takes an error node v, detects if the error path is feasible and, if not,

updates the node labels in order to eliminate the path. It determines if the unique

path π from the initial node to v is feasible by checking satisfiability of the transition

constraints, F(π), along π. If F(π) is satisfiable, the solution gives a counterexample

in the form of a concrete error trace, proving the program unsafe. Otherwise, an

interpolant is obtained, which is used to refine the labels and update ..

Close takes a node v and checks if v can be added to .. As potential candidates

for pairs w . v, it only considers nodes created before v, denoted by the set V ≺v ( V .

This ensures a stable behaviour, as covering a node may uncover other nodes. To

ensure the soundness of ., all pairs (x, y) where y is a descendant of v, denoted by

v  y, are removed from . at this point, as v and all its descendants are covered.

Main first initializes the queue with the initial node ε, and the relation . with the

empty set. It then runs the main loop of the algorithm until Q is empty, i.e., until

the ART is complete, unless an error is found which exits the loop. In the main loop,

a node is selected from Q. First, Close is called to try and cover it. If the node is

not covered and it is an error node, Refine is called. Finally, the node is expanded,

unless it was covered, and evicted from Q.

Theorem 2.5.2. The modified cover relation never eliminates any permissible be-

haviours in the synchronous composition.
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Algorithm 1 Sympara algorithm for verifying synchronous reactive processes

1: procedure main()
2: Q := {ε}, . := ∅
3: while Q 6= ∅ do
4: v := dequeue(Q); Close(v)
5: if v not covered then
6: if error(v) then
7: Refine(v)

8: Expand(v)

9: return P is safe
10:

11: procedure close(v)
12: for w ∈ V ≺v : w uncovered do
13: if l(v) = l(w) ∧ φ(v)⇒ φ(w) then
14: if sp(v) = sp(w) then
15: . := . ∪ {(v, w)}
16: . := . \ {(x, y) ∈ . | v  y}

17: procedure expand(v)
18: (l, φ) := v
19: T := sp(v)
20: if T = size(T ) then
21: st(v) = 0
22: T = 0
23: for (l, (R, l′)) ∈ A(T ) with lT = l do
24: // A(T ) := actions of T

25: // R := transition constraint (l→ l′)

26: w := fresh node
27: sp(w) := T + 1
28: l(w) := l[T 7→ l′]
29: φ(w) := true
30: Q := Q ∪ {w}, V := V ∪ {w}
31: →:=→ ∪{(v, T,R,w)}

32: procedure refine(v)
33: if φ(v) ≡ False then
34: return
35: π := v0, . . . vN path from ε to v
36: if F(π) has interpolant A0 . . . AN

then
37: for i = 0 . . . N do
38: φ := Ai

39: if φ(vi) 6� φ then
40: Q := Q ∪ {w | w . vi}
41: . := . \ {(w, vi) | w . vi}
42: φ(vi) := φ(vi) ∧ φ
43: for w ∈ V s.t. w  v do
44: Close(w)

45: else
46: abort (program unsafe)
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Proof. (Sketch) Suppose a permissible behaviour does indeed get eliminated from the

composition. In other words, the path in the ART corresponding to that behaviour

gets prematurely pruned at some node (say, v) during Expand, because of the covering

criteria. We argue that whenever v gets covered, the node w that covers v can lead to

every successor that v could have led to.

Note that the possible successors of a v are entirely determined by its control

location, its label φ(v) and the process scheduled next at v. The coverage criterion

ensures that the node w covering v has the same control location and the same

process scheduled next. Further, the implication relation between the nodes labels,

φ(v)→ φ(w)), guarantees that v can only reach a subset of nodes reachable from w.

Hence, it is safe to not expand v any further.

Clearly, the missing behaviour is possible from w since all successors of v are

reachable from w. In the event that w or one of its successors itself gets covered, we

can use a similar argument to establish that the behaviour would still be permissible

from the covering node.

2.5.2 Optimization Strategies

We have added several optimizations in Sympara to improve its efficiency. We

describe them below.

• Sympara handles synchrony in concurrent processes by scheduling every process

in each step. Note that there are only two “visible” system states for each step

(before any of the threads have executed, and after all the threads have finished

execution). However, the implementation allows intermediate states (when only

a subset of threads have executed) to be a part of the ART as well (for example,

the rectangular nodes in Fig. 2.4). These states are not valid system states,

as the synchronous semantics demands that all threads execute simultaneously.

However, owing to the fixed schedule of process execution, an intermediate state

leads to a unique (non-intermediate) state. Therefore, the effect of covering a

state is eagerly obtained by covering an intermediate state leading to it.

• Sympara tries to replace SMT solver calls by cheaper syntactic checks. First,

we use a light-weight decision procedure for cover checks, which decides logical

implication in a conservative way, i.e., it finds valid implications but may fail to

find an implication that holds. Second, we use syntactic simplification to reduce

the complexity of verification conditions that are passed to the SMT solver.
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These simplifications may even completely discharge verification conditions in

some cases.

• Sympara does early elimination of infeasible paths during the path exploration,

i.e., the path conditions are decided as they arise, while traditional LAWI

lazily decides path-feasibility only when a program assertion is reached. While

this scheme of infeasible-path elimination produces a larger number of decision

problems, the cascaded approach of cheap checks falling back to SMT, described

above, results in an order of magnitude performance improvement.

• Sympara resolves potential races eagerly to reduce case-splits. An eager analysis

of races allows the option of splitting the problem into doing a race analysis first

and, if the system is race-free, avoiding the need to encode the effect of races as

conditional assignments to efficiently analyze other properties.

2.6 Implementation and Experiments

We have implemented Sympara in the Cprover [31] framework, the same one in

which both Cbmc and Impara have also been implemented. Sympara shares a

large part of its code base with Impara. As described in the section above, there

were three major parts of the implementation: a round-robin iteration strategy for

Expand, the modification to the covering criterion in Cover, and the optimizations

(see Section 2.5.2) in procedures Refine and Expand both. As a backend solver,

Sympara uses MiniSAT [86].

We experimentally compare Sympara with Impara and Cbmc. Since each

of these tools is meant or optimized for a different class of programs, to keep the

comparison fair, we have encoded each example used in our experiments in the form

that is suitable for the tool it is given to. To obtain a correctness proof in the presence

of unbounded control loops, we have used k-induction for our experiments with Cbmc.

The benchmarks used in our experiments, listed in Table 2.1, include Statemate,

Simulink and Lustre programs. The first example, mutex, is a simple three-process

model for implementing a mutual exclusion protocol. The vw alarm example is a

hierarchical eight-process Statechart subsystem extracted from a real model of an

alarm system. This example has a large number of conditional transitions from each

location that stresses Sympara’s simplification capability. We have also taken an

almost sequential model, seq car alarm, reverse-engineered from a Simulink Stateflow

model. We use this example to quantify Sympara’s competitiveness on sequential
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code. The code has several deeply nested busy-wait timeout loops that are challenging

for path exploration. The final three examples, named dragon, switch and prod cons,

have been taken from a set of benchmarks for Lustre (available at https://bitbucket.

org/lememta/lustrebenchmarks).

Table 2.1 lists the properties checked for these examples. The correctness property

is with respect to a given specification (for example, at most one process in the critical

section, in case of mutex ). The property of a system to arrive in a stable state within

a finite number of steps has been defined as stability. The check for non-determinism

verifies that the system never reaches a state where multiple outgoing transitions are

enabled. The properties independent and sensitive are assertions on program variables,

the former independent of the loop in the program, and the latter sensitive to it. All

the properties hold for the respective examples, except for switch, which is faulty.

Table 2.1 also summarizes our results. Apart from the total run-time (in seconds),

we also give the time spent by each tool during SAT solving, and the number of SAT

calls for Sympara and Impara. Our experiments were run on a dual-core machine at

2.73 GHz with 2 GB RAM, using a timeout of 900 s. The executables and examples

are available at http://www.cmi.ac.in/~madhukar/sympara/experiments.

On examples that are either sequential or have a bug (rows 5, 6 and 8), there is

little difference between Sympara and Cbmc (the latter performing better in some

cases). The benefits are far more significant in all other cases, where Impara and

Cbmc fail to generate a proof. The race freedom of Lustre benchmarks also accounts

for Sympara’s quick convergence in case of dragon and prod cons (rows 7 and 9).

The unwind column lists the smallest unwinding for which the tool either timed out,

generated a proof or produced a counterexample. The reasons for this performance

improvement are: (1) Cbmc pessimistically considers all possible schedules, while

Sympara works with a fixed one. Even if the system is race-free in all its reachable

states, k-induction cannot exploit it as the step-case searches from an arbitrary state.

(2) Sympara does well even for cases when the reachable diameter (i.e. the maximal

distance between two reachable states) is larger than the initialized diameter (i.e. the

maximal distance from an initial state to a reachable state), owing to its forward search

strategy. As compared to Impara, Sympara is efficient as it fixes an interleaving.

Another reason for its efficiency is the result of aggressive eager simplifications added

in Sympara.
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Table 2.1: Experimental Results

Tools → Sympara Impara Cbmc + k-Induction

No. Example Property
SAT

Time
SAT

Time Unwind SAT Time
#calls Time #calls Time

1. mutex correctness 632 3.53 5.77 – – timeout 69 – timeout
2. mutex stability 767 5.26 8.02 – – timeout 62 – timeout
3. vw alarm non-determinism 138 0.64 1.80 – – timeout 18 – timeout
4. vw alarm stability 1897 87.29 214.82 – – timeout 11 – timeout
5. seq car alarm sensitive 202 1.13 1.35 3238 7.23 8.65 2 0.61 2.66
6. seq car alarm independent 193 1.12 1.36 4117 7.96 9.96 2 0.15 0.46
7. dragon correctness 115 0.51 0.64 – – timeout 65 – timeout
8. switch correctness 20 0.00 0.02 930 0.26 0.39 3 0.00 0.12
9. prod cons correctness 30 0.02 0.03 – – timeout 1800 – timeout
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2.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we proposed a technique tailored for verifying synchronous reactive

systems, as an extension of the LAwI algorithm implemented in Impara. We also

described an implementation of our technique into a tool called Sympara. The

Ansi-C based input format for Sympara allows formal verification of specifications

in a variety of formalisms.

To tune the LAwI algorithm for our context, we introduced several modifications

in Sympara. Statecharts tend to have a huge number of case-splits in each transition

with a lot of potential for infeasible combination due to delayed assignment semantics.

Therefore, we adapted the LAwI algorithm to eliminate infeasible paths early on in

the path exploration, i.e. we decide path conditions as they arise, while traditional

LAwI lazily decides path feasible only when a program assertion is reached. This

scheme of infeasible-path elimination produces a larger number of decision problems

that would traditionally all be discharged by an SMT solver, however the cost of such

a naive scheme would be prohibitive. Instead, we check if an SMT query, e.g. whether

an implication holds, can be resolved by syntactic means, or by using simpler, weaker

decision procedures, which ultimately fall back to an SMT solver if their results are

inconclusive.

A unique feature of Sympara is that it exploits key features of synchronous

parallelism by means of concurrent SSAs, enabling on-the-fly race analysis to prune

the search space during symbolic analysis. Our experiments indicate that Sympara

provides significant performance advantage over Cbmc, which generates a monolithic

constraint corresponding to the global transition relation. Sympara also has the

advantage that it is complete, and that it can potentially discover inductive invariants

faster than k-induction. When compared to Impara, our experiments suggest that

restricting synchrony upfront is far more effective in pruning search space than encoding

the same via locks, even with powerful partial-order reduction techniques.

2.7.1 Notes

In order to be widely applicable, Sympara has been developed as an Ansi-C based

formal verification tool. This allows support for verification of industry-scale models

which are more complex, and often have C code embedded in them. For such complex

models, it may be useful to assist Sympara with special invariant generation techniques

to efficiently construct node labels. This may help Sympara converge with successful

proofs faster and more often.
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Loops are one of the most common bottlenecks in scaling verification techniques

to complex systems. In the next chapter, we investigate techniques to handle loops,

that may be used in conjunction with existing verification methods.
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Chapter 3

Loop Acceleration as a Precursor
to Verification

A commonly used technique for reasoning about programs with loops is to unroll the

loops a finite number of times, such that a) the resulting unrolled program can be

analyzed automatically, and b) it can be established that the program never execute

an additional iteration of the loops. However, these conditions may be difficult to

meet at once for large real-life programs. Therefore, program verification relies on

invariants for reasoning about sets of reachable states [48]. A program invariant is

a logical assertion that holds during the execution of the program. Similarly, a loop

invariant is an assertion that holds on entry into the loop, and is preserved in each

iteration of the loop. This chapter experiments with loop acceleration as a precursor

to verification, enabling efficient invariant generation.

Acceleration is a technique for summarizing loops by computing a closed-form

representation of the loop behaviour. The closed form can be turned into an accelerator,

which is a code snippet that skips over intermediate states of the loop to the end

of the loop in a single step. In this work, we evaluate experimentally whether loop

accelerators enable existing program analysis algorithm to discover loop invariants

more reliably and more efficiently.

3.1 Accelerating Invariant Generation

Consider the program in Fig. 3.1. It contains a simple assertion, which follows the

while loop. An automated proof of safety for this assertion requires a technique that

is able to discover the loop invariant (sn = (i− j) ∗ a∧ (i ≤ n))∨ ((i > n)∧ (sn = 0)).

State-of-the-art software model checkers either fail to prove the program or even if
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they do (for a bounded value of n), they do so by completely unwinding the loop,

which does not scale for large n.

#d e f i n e a 2

i n t main ( ) {
unsigned i n t i , j , n , sn = 0 ;
j = i ;
wh i l e (i < n ) {

sn = sn + a ;
i++;

}
assert ( ( sn == (n−j ) ∗a ) | | sn == 0) ;

}

Figure 3.1: Sample Safe Program

The simple recurrent nature of the assignments in the loop of the program makes

it amenable to acceleration [18,19,46,68]. Acceleration is a technique used to compute

the effect of repeated iteration of statements. Specifically, the effect of k loop iterations

in the example program is that the variable sn is increased by k ∗ a. The idea is

to replace, wherever possible, a loop with its closed form to obtain an equivalent

accelerated program that is hopefully easier to verify.

Acceleration in the general case is, of course, as difficult as the original verification

problem. Practical applications of acceleration are therefore typically restricted

to particular special cases. For instance, Jeannet et al. [68] consider the case of

deterministic linear loops over continuous variables. As there are very few cases in

which the transitive closure is effectively computable, it is frequently not possible to

obtain an accelerator that captures the behaviour of the loop precisely. Thus, although

acceleration can be precise [9, 46], it is often either over-approximative [18, 68] or

under-approximative [73]. Acceleration frequently specialises in particular application

domains, e.g., control software. Furthermore, acceleration techniques are frequently

tuned to a particular analysis technique (e.g., abstract interpretation or predicate

abstraction) that is applied subsequently.

The conjectures that we make are: 1) accelerators support the invariant synthesis

that is performed by program analysers, irrespective of the underlying analysis ap-

proach, and 2) analysers supported by acceleration not only do better than the original

ones, they also outperform other state-of-the-art tools performing similar analysis.
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i n t nondet_int ( ) ;
unsigned nondet_unsigned ( ) ;

#d e f i n e a 2

i n t main ( ) {
unsigned i n t i , j , n , sn , k = 0 ;
j = i ;
wh i l e (i < n ) {

i f ( nondet_int ( ) ) { // a c c e l e r a t e
k = nondet_unsigned ( ) ; sn = sn + k∗a ;
i = i + k ;
assume (i <= n ) ; } // no over f l ow

e l s e { // o r i g i n a l body
sn = sn + a ; i++; }

}
assert ( ( sn == (n−j ) ∗a ) | | sn == 0) ;

}

Figure 3.2: Program from Fig. 3.1 with accelerator

We aim to test these hypotheses by performing an evaluation over an extensive set

of benchmarks and a variety of tools.

Since all our benchmarks are C programs, we require an acceleration technique that

is applicable to C programs and the fixed-width machine integers that they use. We

use a template-based method published at CAV 2013 [73] to obtain the accelerators,

and add them to the programs as additional paths. This transformation is exact and

thus it preserves safety i.e., the acceleration neither over- nor under-approximates.

The implementation of [73] that we use actually works on a goto-binary, a binary

representation of the program’s control-flow graph as extracted from program source

code using goto-cc [49]. As a result, we get accelerated goto-binaries instead of real

program binaries (say, as gcc [37] would produce). Thus, the accelerated programs

cannot be given to all common off-the-shelf analysers. Nevertheless, we compare with

other tools in our experiments to quantify the advantage that acceleration provides

over the state-of-the-art.

Recall our example program. The program with accelerator added is given as

Fig. 3.2. The instrumented code in Fig. 3.2 can be used instead of the original code

for model checking state properties, as they have equivalent sets of reachable states at

the loop heads. We observe that several model checkers that failing on the original
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program are able to verify the accelerated program successfully.

The core contribution of this work is an experimental study, with the goal to

validate our conjectures stated earlier. We quantify the benefit of accelerators when

using commodity program analysers. We use two analysers in our experiments to

substantiate the first claim (that accelerators aid existing analyzers). Cbmc [31]

is the model checker used in [74]; as a bounded analyser, it makes no attempt to

infer invariants and is only able to conclude correctness if the program is shallow.

Impara [104] is a C program verifier based on the LAwI-paradigm. Impara generates

invariants using a very basic approach that relies on weakest preconditions, and does

not employ a powerful interpolation engine.

Both Impara and Cbmc are characterised by very weak invariant inference, and

are thus expected to benefit substantially from acceleration. To relate the outcome

to the best invariant generation techniques, towards validating our second claim, we

include two other analysers: CPAchecker [13] and Ufo [3]. These tools implement a

broad range of invariant generation methods, including various abstract domains and

interpolation. The comparison is performed on over 200 benchmarks, including those

used in the Software Verification Competition 2015.

Although acceleration has successfully been combined with interpolation-based

invariant construction [65], to the best of our knowledge, there has not been a

thorough experimental study that quantifies the benefits of using it in tools that

aim to prove correctness. While [73] did integrate acceleration within a framework

where paths in the CFG were explored lazily with refinement, the emphasis of their

experiments was to accelerate bug detection for unsafe programs. Recently, a loop

over-approximation technique based on acceleration was proposed in [41] but this

technique is not applicable to unsafe programs. Moreover, there is no refinement to

eliminate spurious counterexamples arising from the over-approximation in [41]. The

experiments in [74] focus on bounded model checking and do not include state-of-the-art

interpolation-based tools.

3.1.1 Contributions

The contribution of this chapter is an extensive experimental study (Sections 3.3

and 3.4) that quantifies the benefit of acceleration when conjoined with off-the-shelf

analysis tools.
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3.2 Background: Acceleration & Trace Automata

In this section, we go over the preliminaries that includes acceration, for both scalar

variables and array assignments, and elimination of redundant paths with the help of

trace automata.

3.2.1 Acceleration Overview

The acceleration procedure used in this work is based on the method described in [73].

This method relies on a constraint solver to compute the accelerators. We first

provide an overview of the steps of the acceleration procedure, and subsequently

provide additional detail. From a high-level perspective, the procedure implements

the following steps:

1. Choose a path π through the loop body to be accelerated.

2. Construct a path
 
π whose behaviour under-approximates the effect of repeatedly

executing π an arbitrary number of times.

3. The construction also generates conditions under which the acceleration is an

under-approximation. These conditions are given in the form of two constraints

– a feasibility constraint, which denotes the condition under which
 
π can be

applied, and a range constraint, which constrains the number of iterations.

These constraints are included as assume statements in
 
π.

4. By construction, the assumptions and constraints in
 
π may contain universal

quantifiers ranging over an auxiliary variable that encodes the number of loop

iterations. The procedure uses a few simple techniques to eliminate these

quantifiers that work under certain restrictions. The path is not accelerated if it

is not able to eliminate the quantifiers.

5. Augment the control flow graph of the original loop body with an additional

branch corresponding to
 
π with a non-deterministic choice in the branch.

6. The accelerated paths subsume some (or sometimes all) paths in the original

program. The augmented loop structure generated in the previous step is

analyzed to build a trace automaton that filters some of the redundant paths.

The result of this step is used to generate a final program with fewer paths.
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The acceleration procedure, after executing the above steps, produces an instru-

mented code with the modifications described in the last two steps. For a program

with several loops, possibly nested, the acceleration procedure processes the loops one

at a time, inside-out for nested loops. In our experiments we analyse the instrumented

code that is produced, without further modifications. This process of acceleration

may succeed, fail or time out. The last two outcomes imply that either a closed form

solution with a given template does not exist or acceleration was unable to find one.

In the following, we give a few more details of the procedure, the form of the

accelerated paths produced and explain the conditions under which the procedure

works.

3.2.2 Accelerating Scalar Variables in a Path

For scalar variables, the acceleration is generated by fitting a particular polynomial

template. If X = {x1, . . . ,xk} is the vector of variables in π, then the accelerated

assignment generated for each variable x is represented by the following polynomial

function:

fx(X〈0〉, n)
def
=

k∑
i=1

αi · x〈0〉i

+

( k∑
i=1

α(k+i) · x〈0〉i + α(2·k+1)

)
· n

+ α(2·k+2) · n2

Here, n is the number of loop iterations that are summarized, x
〈0〉
1 , . . . ,x

〈0〉
k are

the initial values for the variables and the αi with 0 ≤ i ≤ 2k + 2 are the unknown

coefficients.

The acceleration for a path is performed in two steps. In the first step, the procedure

solves for the coefficients αi. This is done by considering only the assignments in the

path π, i.e., by ignoring all the conditions, including the loop condition. This employs

a combination of linear algebra techniques to first uniquely solve for the coefficients and

then makes queries to SMT solver to inductively check that the generated polynomial

for each variable is consistent with loop execution for an arbitrary number of iterations.

If, for some xi, the inductive check fails, then it means there is no acceleration possible

that fits the template for this choice of coefficients.

In the second step, the procedure considers the path with all the conditions, and

generates the feasibility constraint, i.e., the condition under which the path is feasible.
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In order to guarantee that only states that are reachable in the original program

can be reached via accelerated paths, we need to make sure that
 
π is only feasible

for values of n for which a cumulative path, πn, is also feasible. We achieve this by

computing a pre-condition for
 
π that rules out values of n for which πn is not feasible.

The feasibility constraint is essentially the negation of wlp(πn; false), where wlp is the

weakest liberal precondition. Intuitively, a cumulative path πn would be infeasible

iff any intervening path π in the n-iteration cycle, starting from the state given by

the accelerator, is infeasible. That is, πn is infeasible if for any j < n the first time

frame of the suffix π(n−j) is infeasible (time frame refers to an instance of π in πn).

Thus, checking whether wlp(πn, false) holds is equivalent to checking if, for some j

between 0 and n, wlp(π, false) holds (after substituting every variable in π by its

accelerated closed form expressions). Thus, the feasibility constraint for πn will, in

general, contain a universal quantifier ranging over the number of loop iterations. This

can be eliminated if the predicate in the body of the formula is monotonic over the

quantified parameter. The procedure reduces the monotonicity check in a conservative

fashion to a SMT query by defining a representing function that returns the size of

the set of states for which a predicate is false. No acceleration is performed if the

monotonicity check fails.

3.2.3 Range Constraints

Since closed-form expressions and the derived feasibility constraints usually contain

the number of iterations n in them, an overflow is likely to break the monotonicity

requirement when bit-vectors or modular arithmetic are used. Also, since the behaviour

of arithmetic over- or under-flow in C is not specified for signed arithmetic, we

conservatively rule out all occurrences thereof in the accelerated path. This is done by

adding range constraints in the form of assume statements, which enforce that none

of the arithmetic expressions that involve n overflow.

3.2.4 Accelerating Array Assignments

Acceleration of array assignments is challenging, as under-approximating closed-form

solutions for them can often only be expressed by formulas that contain quantifier

alternation (existential inside universal) ranging over the number of loop iterations and

the domain (index) of the array. It has been shown in [73] that for array assignments

of the form a[x] := e such a quantifier pattern can be eliminated under the following

sufficient conditions.
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• There exist accelerated closed-form expressions for the index variable x and the

expression e.

• The function fx defining the closed-form solution for the index variable is linear

in the number of loop iterations.

Under the above conditions one can derive a closed form representing an under-appro-

ximation of the array assignments.

i n t nondet_int ( ) ;
unsigned nondet_unsigned ( ) ;

#d e f i n e a 2
i n t main ( ) {

unsigned i n t i , j , n , sn , k = 0 ;
bool g = ∗ ;
j = i ;
wh i l e (i < n ) {

i f ( nondet_int ( ) ) { // a c c e l e r a t e
assume ( ! g ) ;
k = nondet_unsigned ( ) ; sn = sn + k∗a ;
i = i + k ;
assume (i <= n ) ; // no over f l ow
g = true ;}

e l s e { // o r i g i n a l body
sn = sn + a ; i++;
g = false ;}

}
assert ( ( sn == (n−j ) ∗a ) | | sn == 0) ;

}

Figure 3.3: Program from Fig. 3.2 with instrumented trace automaton

3.2.5 Eliminating Redundant Paths using Trace Automata

The instrumentation of the accelerators described in the introduction preserves the

unaccelerated paths in the program along with the newly added accelerated paths –

for instance, the else branch in Fig. 3.2. Note that the added paths subsume some of

the previously existing program paths.

The idea presented in [74] is to eliminate executions that are subsumed by some

other execution of the program. For instance, taking the same accelerated path twice
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in a row is equivalent to taking it just once (for instance, in Fig. 3.2, executing the if

block twice for values k1 and k2 is the same as executing it once with the value of k

equal to k1 + k2 – which is possible because k is chosen non-deterministically in each

iteration).

Similarly, taking the unaccelerated path immediately after taking the accelerated

path is subsumed by taking the accelerated path just once (with the value of k being

one more than its previously chosen value, in Fig. 3.2). The elimination of these

redundant paths is done by encoding the redundancies as a regular expression, which

is then translated into a trace automaton [63]. When the accelerated program executes,

the states in this automaton are also updated and it is ensured that this automata

never reaches an accept state. Reaching an accept state means that the execution

contains redundant iterations of accelerators and, therefore, is not of interest. An

optimized version of the accelerated code for the running example is given in Fig. 3.3.

This is achieved by introducing an auxiliary variable g that determines whether the

accelerator was traversed in the previous iteration of the loop. This flag is reset in the

non-accelerated branch, which, however, in our example is infeasible.

3.3 Experimental Setup: Tools & Benchmarks

We start this section with a brief informal introduction of the different tools used for

our experiments.

3.3.1 Overview of the Analysis Tools

Ufo [3] combines the efficiency of abstract interpretation with numerical domains

with the ability to generalize by means of interpolation in an abstraction refinement

loop. Ufo starts by computing an inductive invariant for the given program and

checks if the invariant implies the given property. If the implication does not hold,

Ufo employs SMT solvers to check the feasibility of the counterexample produced.

If the error path is found to be infeasible, an interpolation technique guided by the

results of an abstract interpretation is used to strengthen the invariant.

CPAchecker [13] is a tool and framework that aims at easy integration of new

verification components. Every abstract domain, together with the corresponding

operations, implements the interface of configurable program analysis (CPA). The main

algorithm is configurable to perform a reachability analysis on arbitrary combinations

of existing CPAs. The framework provides interfaces to SMT solvers and interpolation

procedures, such that the CPA operators can be written in a concise and convenient
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way. CPAchecker uses MathSAT [29] as an SMT solver, and CSIsat [14] and

MathSAT as interpolation procedures. It uses Cbmc as a bit-precise checker for the

feasibility of error paths, JavaBDD [67] as the BDD package and provides an interface

to an Octagon representation as well.

Cbmc [31] is a bounded model checker for Ansi-C programs. It works by jointly

unwinding the transition relation encoded in the given program and its specification,

to obtain a first-order formula that is satisfiable if there exists an error trace. The

formula is then checked using a SAT or SMT procedure. If the formula is satisfiable,

a counterexample is extracted from the satisfying assignment provided by the SAT

procedure. The tool also checks that sufficient unwinding is done to ensure that no

longer counterexample can exist by means of unwinding assertions. This enables

Cbmc to prove correctness if the program is shallow.

Impara [104] extends the Impact algorithm to support asynchronous concurrent

processes using an interleaved semantics (cf. Section 2.3.3). Impara, which analyses

concurrent C programs with POSIX or Win32 threads, efficiently combines partial-

order-reduction with the Impact algorithm. This work highlights the benefits of

combining Impara with acceleration for sequential programs.

The Impara algorithm returns either a safety invariant for a given program, finds

a counterexample or diverges. To this end, it constructs an abstraction of the program

execution in the form of an Abstract Reachability Tree (ART), which corresponds to

an unwinding of the control-flow graph of the program, annotated with invariants. To

prove a program correct for unbounded executions, a criterion is needed to prune the

ART without missing any error paths. A covering relation assumes this role.

The tool constructs an ART by alternating three different operations on nodes:

Expand, Refine, and Close. Expand takes an uncovered leaf node and computes

its successors along a randomly chosen thread. Refine takes an error node v, detects

whether the error path is feasible and, if not, restores a safe tree labeling. First, it

determines whether the unique path π from the initial node to v is feasible by checking

satisfiability of the transition constraints along π. If it is satisfiable, the solution gives

a counterexample in the form of a concrete error trace, showing that the program

is unsafe. Otherwise, an interpolant is obtained, which is used to refine the labels

and update the cover relation. Close takes a node v and checks if v can be added to

the covering relation. As potential candidates for pairs to be a part of the covering

relation, it only considers nodes created before v. This is to ensure a stable behaviour,

as covering in arbitrary order may uncover other nodes, which may not terminate.
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3.3.2 Benchmarks

We ran our experiments on a set of 201 benchmarks (138 safe, 63 unsafe) collected

from the sources listed in [17] (published at CAV 2014) and SV-COMP 2015. We have

eliminated examples that had syntax errors and the ones that were not supported

by the accelerator (array examples, for instance). We used the accelerator provided

by the goto-instrument executable that comes with Cbmc. When run with the

--accelerate option, it takes a goto-binary file as input, and produces an accelerated

binary corresponding to it. The inputs to the accelerator were generated using the

goto-cc executable that also comes with Cbmc. The accelerator does not work on

Ansi-C files directly. Owing to this limitation, we could try only Cbmc and Impara

with acceleration (these tools are built on the same Cprover framework, and both

accept goto-binaries as input). We compare the performance of Ufo, CPAchecker,

Cbmc (with and without acceleration) and Impara (with and without acceleration).

The unwinding depth used for experiments with Cbmc was 100 for unaccelerated

programs and 3 for accelerated programs. All experiments were run on a dual-core

machine running at 2.73 GHz with 2 GB RAM, with a timeout limit of 60 seconds.

We elaborate on the benchmarks and the tools used to aid reproducibility. The

benchmarks were collected from [4,56, 58], the loops category in SV-COMP 2015 and

the acceleration examples in the regression suite of Cbmc (revision 4503). The tools

used in the experiment were Ufo (the SV-COMP 2014 binary), CPAchecker (release

1.3.4, with sv-comp14.properties as the configuration file), Cbmc (built from revision

4503, used with Z3 as the decision procedure) and Impara (version 0.2, used with

MiniSat). The benchmarks, the exact commands used to invoke the tools, and the

full results are available at http://www.cmi.ac.in/~madhukar/fmcad15.

3.4 Evaluation: Results & Analysis

Before we discuss the results, we present an example to demonstrate the effectiveness

of acceleration.

3.4.1 Example

Consider the safe example shown in Fig. 3.4. All the tools involved in our experiments

fail to prove this example safe. Even when the timeout is increased to 15 minutes,

the tools still timeout. In general, one needs a loop invariant strong enough to prove

the assertion outside the loop, to avoid unwinding the loop to the full. None of the
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tools were able to find such a loop invariant. Upon acceleration, a closed form for

the variable x is generated: x = 1 ∗ k + 2 ∗ l, where k and l are the number of times

that the if and the else branches inside the loop are taken. The additional constraint

generated for k, that k = 65520, along with the closed form for x is sufficient to prove

the property.

In some circumstances, acceleration uses quantifiers in the accelerated programs.

These are not the ones arising from the feasibility or range constraints that we discussed

in Section 3.2 (those get eliminated during the acceleration). These quantifiers appear

while encoding the overflow constraints in the accelerated program. Suppose we want

to construct a closed form for a variable being modified in a loop, by assuming that

the loop executed i times. In this case, we need to assure that there is no overflow

that was caused during any of these i iterations. In some cases, it is sufficient to

assume that iH iteration does not lead to an overflow. An instance is example 3.4, as

the loop condition is (x < 268435454). Thus, if the ith iteration does not lead to an

overflow, none of the previous iterations do. However, if we change the loop condition

to (x 6= 268435454) this does not hold any more. Therefore, it must be ensured

separately for every k ∈ [0, . . . , i] that there is no overflow after k iterations. In our

experiments, there were 40 benchmarks (roughly 25 %) that use quantifiers in their

corresponding accelerated programs. The presence of quantifiers makes the verification

task difficult as none of the tools is able to instantiate the quantifiers correctly. More

effective quantifier handling will yield further results in favor of acceleration.

Table 3.1 summarizes the performance of each of the tools. We record the number

of safe instances reported as safe (correct proofs), the number of safe instances reported

as unsafe (wrong alarms), the number of unsafe instances reported as unsafe (correct

alarms), the number of unsafe instances reported as safe (wrong proofs), the number of

instances which could not be decided by the tool (no result), the number of instances

on which the tool reported the correct result in the least amount of time (fastest), the

number of instances on which the tool was the only one to report the correct result

(unique) and a score for each tool, calculated using the scoring scheme of SV-COMP

2015.1

3.4.2 Experimental Results

Impara + Acceleration clearly outperforms Impara without acceleration, Ufo and

CPAchecker. This underlines the benefit of acceleration as an auxiliary method for

1Score = (2·correct proofs)− (12·wrong proofs)+correct alarms−(6·wrong alarms)
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i n t main ( void ) {
unsigned i n t x = 0 ;
whi l e (x < 268435454) {

i f (x < 65520) {
x++;

} e l s e {
x += 2 ;

}
}
assert ( ! ( x % 2) ) ;

}

Figure 3.4: A safe benchmark showing the need for acceleration.

Table 3.1: Comparison of tools

Tools
Number of instances

Scorecorrect wrong correct wrong no
fastest unique

proofs proofs alarms alarms results
CPAchecker 1.3.4 83 16 35 14 53 18 11 −75
Ufo SV-COMP 2014 52 2 18 2 127 4 2 86
Cbmc r4503 32 0 35 0 134 16 1 99

+ Acceleration 53 0 45 12 91 28 9 79
Impara 0.2 78 1 36 15 71 73 0 90

+ Acceleration 86 0 47 12 56 36 6 147

invariant generation. Note that we see an increase in the number of correct proofs

as well as correct alarms. CPAchecker comes close in terms of the correct proofs,

which we credit to its broad portfolio of techniques for generating invariants, including

interpolation, abstract interpretation and predicate abstraction. The wrong proofs

CPAchecker generates are partly caused by missing overflow situations.

When compared to Cbmc + Acceleration, Impara + Acceleration does better

for the following reason: The accelerators themselves are not helpful to Cbmc for

generating proofs – it simply unwinds the program CFG and makes a single decisive

query to the solver. A large number of our benchmarks are safe, and Cbmc only

benefits from accelerators if the trace automaton is able to prune the original paths.

By contrast, even without trace automata, acceleration may improve convergence of

Impara, as acceleration can lead to “better” interpolants. Without acceleration an

interpolation procedure is presented an unwinding of the loop body. It is well-known,

see e.g. [12], that this can lead to overly specific interpolants that rule out only this
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i n t main ( ) {
unsigned i n t n = nondet_uint ( ) ;
i n t x = n ;
i n t y = 0 ;

// loop i n v a r i a n t : x + y == n
whi le (x > 0) {

x = x − 1 ;
y = y + 1 ;

}
assert (y == n ) ;

}

Figure 3.5: Acceleration can improve generalisation in LAwI.

particular unwinding. By contrast, in the accelerated program, the interpolation

procedure is presented with the transitive closure of the loop; it thus is forced to

compute an interpolant for a much larger number of unwindings. For instance, Impara

without acceleration fails to generate a loop invariant for Fig. 3.5, and thus falls back

to loop unwinding, whereas, on the accelerated program, unwinding is avoided, and

the tool generates the invariant x+ y = n.

The overall score drops when combining Cbmc with acceleration. This is due to

the wrong alarms generated by the combination, which is heavily penalized according

to the scoring rules at SV-COMP. We suspect that this arises from some practical,

implementation-specific, limitations of the acceleration method. On the other hand,

there is a substantial increase in the number of correct proofs and correct alarms,

however. The advantages of combining acceleration with Cbmc and Impara (note

that Cbmc and Impara are very different tools) strongly suggests that a similar

advantage could be obtained with other tools as well. An investigation of the cause

for the increase in number of wrong alarms for Cbmc and a precise quantification

of the benefit of combining other tools would be worthwhile directions to explore as

future work.

The fact that acceleration helps Cbmc and Impara on unsafe instances is un-

surprising; the technique we use was designed to aid counterexample detection [73].

The experimental results confirm that in addition, acceleration helps to generate

invariants. Invariant generation techniques, in practice, often struggle to find concise

loop invariants, and, instead, degrade into unrolling loops completely, which leads to

poor performance and defeats the purpose of invariant generation. Our experiments
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demonstrate that there is a synergy between the two techniques. For example, accel-

eration may provide candidate predicates for an adequate abstraction, or as described

above, may simplify the program in a way that more general interpolants are obtained

instead of specific ones. That is why we say that acceleration leads to better invariants.

While CPAchecker employs a bit-accurate tool – by default Cbmc – to verify

counterexamples, its invariant generation engine works over mathematical integers, i.e.

invariants may hold over mathematical integers but are not checked with respect to

integer overflow. Wrong proofs observed with CPAchecker mainly arise from deriving

mathematical-integer invariants that do not hold in presence of overflow. In such

situations acceleration cannot help, i.e. though acceleration may help in obtaining an

invariant faster, CPAchecker would continue to present wrong proofs unless it accounts

for overflows.

Since the accelerator works on goto-binaries, we could not quantify the benefits of

acceleration in terms of the number of loops replaced. Table 3.2 gives the complete

results of our experiments. If a tool worked on a given benchmark and produced

the expected result, we report the time taken by the tool in seconds. The entries to,

inc, err and nr indicate, respectively, that the tool timed out, produced an incorrect

result, terminated with an error or could not decide whether the input benchmark

is safe or unsafe. The winning entry (in terms of the time taken by the tool) for

each row (if there is one) is given in bold font. Note that the time taken by Cbmc +

Acceleration and Impara + Acceleration does not include the time taken to generate

the instrumented program with accelerators. The latter is given separately in the

column Accl.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have quantified the benefit of acceleration for checking safety

properties. We report the results of a comprehensive comparison over a number of

benchmarks, which shows that the combination of acceleration and a safety checker

indeed outperforms existing techniques. The performance enhancement is visible for

both safe and unsafe benchmarks, shown by an increase in the number of correct

alarms as well as the correct proofs reported by the tool.
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Table 3.2: Complete Table of Experimental Results

Benchmark T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Accl
28.c nr to nr nr to to 1.27
25.c nr inc to 0.69 to to 0.52
20.c nr 1.41 7.01 6.54 0.02 0.03 1.17
09.c nr to nr nr to to 1.81
05.c nr to nr nr to to 2.12
f2.c to inc to 40.46 to 10.17 1.65
xyz2.c nr inc nr nr to 0.79 1.14
xy0.c nr inc nr nr to 0.19 0.53
gulv.c to 47.18 nr to 38.83 to 3.6
substring1.c 0.35 to nr 0.08 42.79 0.26 0.26
24.c nr 48.31 to nr 3.52 to 0.49
xy4.c nr inc nr nr to 0.21 0.68
pldi082 unbounded.c nr to nr nr to to 0.78
15.c nr 14.65 nr 0.32 to 0.64 0.48
gulv simp.c 0.57 46.13 nr nr to to 1.14
33.c nr 47.62 to to to to 2.59
xy10.c nr 19.78 0.21 0.35 0.01 0.02 0.45
xyz.c nr inc nr nr to 17.08 1.18
12.c nr to nr nr to to 5.59
31.c nr inc to 1.75 to to 0.18
35.c nr inc nr 0.22 to 0.35 0.29
07.c nr inc nr 0.06 to 0.1 0.26
39.c 0.2 1.22 0.01 err 0.02 err 0.5
19.c nr inc nr 0.62 to to 0.83
37.c nr inc nr 0.24 to 0.7 0.62
simple safe1.c 0.21 to nr 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.23
diamond unsafe2.c nr 1.45 9.44 0.4 0.53 0.84 0.6
underapprox unsafe1.c 0.2 1.23 0.02 nr 0.02 0.03 0.38
nested safe1.c 0.2 to nr nr to to 0.87
diamond safe2.c nr 17.34 2.29 0.2 0.43 0.85 0.57

T1: Ufo; T2: CPAchecker; T3: Cbmc; T4: Cbmc + Accl; T5: Impara; T6: Impara + Accl
nr: no result; err: error; to: timeout; inc: incorrect result; values are in seconds continued on next page
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Benchmark T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Accl
const unsafe1.c 0.26 1.5 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.2
functions safe1.c 0.2 to nr 0.06 0.02 0.03 0.23
nested unsafe1.c 0.27 to nr nr 0.52 0.09 0.2
multivar unsafe1.c 0.32 1.39 0.31 0.1 0.01 0.02 0.27
underapprox safe2.c 0.2 1.39 0.02 nr 0.02 0.05 0.37
simple unsafe1.c 0.2 to nr 0.07 to 0.03 0.23
underapprox unsafe2.c 0.2 1.49 0.03 nr 0.02 0.05 0.39
simple safe4.c 0.2 to nr nr 0.02 0.02 0.2
simple unsafe4.c to to nr nr to to 0.21
simple unsafe2.c 0.39 1.73 0.17 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.22
phases unsafe1.c to to nr 0.1 to 0.63 0.33
diamond safe1.c nr to 0.38 0.11 3.99 1.09 0.3
diamond unsafe1.c nr 2.49 0.31 0.16 54.33 0.04 0.34
simple safe2.c 0.21 1.53 nr 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.19
const safe1.c 0.21 1.28 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.21
overflow unsafe1.c 0.2 inc nr 0.06 to 0.11 0.19
simple unsafe3.c nr 1.42 0.08 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.23
phases safe1.c to to nr 0.12 to 0.93 0.29
simple safe3.c 0.16 to nr 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.24
multivar safe1.c nr 1.54 nr 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.28
functions unsafe1.c 0.2 to nr 0.06 to 0.02 0.22
underapprox safe1.c 0.19 1.4 0.02 nr 0.02 0.04 0.38
overflow safe1.c 0.21 47.8 nr 0.08 0.01 0.03 0.22
efm.c nr inc to to inc err 3.76
hsortprime.c nr 51.33 to nr inc to 1.03
bk-nat.c nr inc 25.61 39.74 0.43 err 3.38
barbrprime.c nr 1.78 to 12.41 0.06 0.65 5.21
fig1a.c nr to nr nr to to 1.03
swim.c nr 48.9 to to to err 4.2
seesaw.c nr 47.73 to nr to err 1.59

T1: Ufo; T2: CPAchecker; T3: Cbmc; T4: Cbmc + Accl; T5: Impara; T6: Impara + Accl
nr: no result; err: error; to: timeout; inc: incorrect result; values are in seconds continued on next page
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Benchmark T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Accl
swim1.c nr 52.44 to to inc inc 4.7
barbr.c nr 1.85 to 22.63 8.38 55.01 7.26
ex1.c nr inc 42.07 nr to to 1.62
cars.c nr to to to to to 13.33
fig2.c inc inc to 24.89 to 11.54 1.59
lifo.c nr 19.61 to to 29.98 40.92 9.43
lifnatprime.c nr inc to to inc 34.76 8.31
ex2.c nr 7.07 0.04 0.05 8.03 8.41 0.09
bkley.c nr inc 23.16 15.03 to err 2.99
hsort.c nr inc to nr inc inc 1.43
lifnat.c nr inc to to inc 58.74 9.73
seq-len.c nr to to nr to to 1.57
svd-some-loop.c nr 2.42 to nr inc 5.74 2.2
split.c nr to nr nr to to 0.12
string concat-noarr.c 0.21 1.25 0.01 0.18 0.01 0.03 0.64
bind expands vars2.c nr 19.08 nr 1.39 to 2.42 0.37
simple if.c nr 37.98 nr nr to to 0.45
nest-if5.c 0.2 19.93 nr nr 0.01 0.01 0.38
up-nested.c 0.21 1.36 nr nr 0.01 0.02 0.25
NetBSD g Ctoc.c 0.2 1.22 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.93
nested8.c nr 22.81 to nr inc 60.0 1.95
nest-len.c nr 48.98 to nr to 7.33 0.76
nested2.c 0.59 47.6 to nr 0.01 0.03 0.27
heapsort3.c nr inc to nr inc inc 0.33
sendmail-close-angle.c nr to nr 1.2 to inc 0.91
NetBSD glob3 iny.c 0.26 1.26 0.01 err 0.01 err 0.55
nested.c 0.2 47.03 to nr to 0.1 0.24
seq-sim.c nr to to nr to to 1.06
puzzle1.c nr 1.36 to nr 0.01 0.01 0.63
half.c nr to nr 0.76 to 4.28 1.53

T1: Ufo; T2: CPAchecker; T3: Cbmc; T4: Cbmc + Accl; T5: Impara; T6: Impara + Accl
nr: no result; err: error; to: timeout; inc: incorrect result; values are in seconds continued on next page
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Benchmark T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Accl
MADWiFi-encode ie ok.c nr 18.98 15.1 0.28 0.06 0.14 0.41
simple.c nr inc nr 0.12 0.02 0.14 0.15
nested1.c 0.63 47.95 to nr 0.01 0.02 0.25
mergesort.c nr 1.57 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 1.1
svd4.c nr 3.87 to err inc inc 6.09
spin.c 0.2 1.26 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06
svd2.c nr 1.51 to nr 0.01 0.03 0.74
spin1.c 0.21 1.24 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.07
heapsort.c nr inc to nr inc inc 1.32
nest-if7.c 0.2 48.21 to nr 0.09 0.13 0.48
sendmail-mime7to8 arr three chars no test ok.c 0.2 2.75 to 1.58 0.02 0.01 0.31
nest-if1.c nr inc to nr 0.29 0.84 0.25
simple nest.c nr 1.35 nr nr 0.06 0.29 0.81
NetBSD loop int.c 0.2 1.25 0.01 err 0.01 err 0.34
nested6.c nr 47.26 to nr 7.88 8.07 0.5
down.c nr to nr 0.37 to 1.3 0.58
seq.c nr 1.41 7.26 1.98 0.02 0.04 1.59
seq3.c nr to to nr to to 1.18
nested3.c nr inc to nr to to 0.39
nest-if2.c nr inc to nr 20.95 0.8 0.39
seq-proc.c inc to to 2.98 to to 1.24
nest-if4.c 0.2 19.91 to nr 0.01 0.03 0.27
apache-escape-absolute.c nr to to nr 0.21 3.34 3.68
bound.c nr inc nr 1.87 0.02 0.12 1.76
nest-if.c 0.6 47.82 to nr to 0.13 0.26
svd3.c nr 1.58 to nr 0.02 0.03 0.38
up5.c nr to nr nr to to 0.87
heapsort2.c nr 1.81 to nr to to 0.23
NetBSD loop.c nr 18.68 4.96 0.21 0.01 0.02 0.42
nested9.c nr to to nr inc inc 0.39

T1: Ufo; T2: CPAchecker; T3: Cbmc; T4: Cbmc + Accl; T5: Impara; T6: Impara + Accl
nr: no result; err: error; to: timeout; inc: incorrect result; values are in seconds continued on next page
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Benchmark T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Accl
nested4.c nr nr to nr to to 0.38
up3.c nr to nr nr to to 1.03
heapsort1.c nr 1.79 to nr to to 0.25
SpamAssassin-loop.c nr 18.84 to err 0.01 0.05 1.65
seq2.c inc to to nr to inc 0.98
up.c nr to nr 0.34 to 1.25 0.54
nest-if3.c nr inc to nr 0.21 0.64 0.17
apache-get-tag.c nr to to 7.88 to to 1.48
seq-z3.c nr to to 2.9 to to 1.22
fragtest simple.c 0.2 1.22 0.01 0.52 0.02 0.12 0.83
rajamani 1.c 0.2 1.26 0.01 0.16 0.01 0.03 5.13
nest-if8.c nr 47.64 to nr inc 0.02 0.35
sendmail-mime-fromqp.c 0.21 1.71 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.38
gulwani cegar2.c 0.2 14.62 nr 0.2 0.03 0.95 0.26
test.c 0.2 1.3 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
nested7.c nr inc to nr inc inc 0.98
id build.c nr to to nr 0.11 0.3 0.42
svd1.c nr 3.22 to nr inc 5.65 4.35
id trans.c 0.43 18.43 29.26 0.69 0.01 0.02 0.55
nested5.c nr 48.22 to nr 0.08 to 0.23
gulwani cegar1.c nr inc 0.03 0.21 0.02 0.04 0.43
ken-imp.c 0.19 1.66 nr 0.55 to 0.68 0.42
sort instrumented.c 0.33 1.26 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.73
SpamAssassin-loop ok.c 0.61 47.11 to nr 0.02 0.08 0.7
up-nd.c inc to 26.74 1.87 0.07 1.17 0.95
compact false.c to to nr to to 21.47 0.29
veris.c OpenSER cases1 stripFullBoth arr true.c 0.2 19.69 to nr 0.02 0.05 0.99
terminator 02 true.c nr 1.59 1.34 0.16 0.01 0.03 0.38
bubble sort false.c nr 6.89 to err err err 1.96
n.c11 true.c nr 1.28 nr nr 0.02 inc 0.2

T1: Ufo; T2: CPAchecker; T3: Cbmc; T4: Cbmc + Accl; T5: Impara; T6: Impara + Accl
nr: no result; err: error; to: timeout; inc: incorrect result; values are in seconds continued on next page
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Benchmark T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Accl
ludcmp false.c 0.22 to err err 0.1 err 0.12
trex02 false.c nr 1.36 0.39 0.16 0.02 0.01 0.37
matrix true.c nr 7.48 0.04 nr err err 0.62
vogal false.c nr 1.61 11.03 to err 31.52 1.44
trex03 false.c nr 1.7 8.13 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.85
while infinite loop 2 true.c 0.2 1.29 nr 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.2
insertion sort true.c nr to to nr to inc 0.51
matrix false.c nr 22.86 to to err err 0.74
verisec OpenSER cases1 stripFullBoth arr false.c nr 20.02 to 8.78 0.17 err 1.07
sum01 bug02 false.c 0.72 1.71 0.15 0.29 0.21 6.9 0.83
n.c24 true.c nr to nr to to to 0.6
veris.c NetBSD-libc loop true.c 0.2 1.67 6.48 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.26
insertion sort false.c nr to to nr to 0.26 0.63
sum01 false.c 0.77 1.99 0.12 0.15 0.38 0.72 0.46
for infinite loop 2 true.c 0.2 19.07 nr nr 0.01 0.02 0.29
terminator 02 false.c nr 1.4 3.25 0.2 0.01 0.01 0.42
nec20 false.c nr 1.39 0.13 0.16 0.02 0.12 0.48
verisec sendmail tTflag arr one loop false.c nr 2.09 to nr 0.78 err 0.39
trex02 true.c 0.2 1.56 nr nr 0.01 0.03 0.37
invert string false.c nr to to 3.65 err err 0.6
nec11 false.c nr 1.56 0.14 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.23
bubble sort true.c 0.21 19.83 to to 0.02 0.05 3.46
nec40 true.c 0.21 17.24 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.2
veris.c sendmail tTflag arr one loop true.c 0.2 2.19 0.24 nr 0.01 0.02 0.44
linear sea.ch true.c nr nr nr 0.18 to err 0.32
verisec NetBSD-libc loop false.c 0.43 1.45 4.95 0.04 inc err 0.25
sum01 true.c nr to nr 0.26 to 1.24 0.5
sum04 true.c 0.2 1.24 0.01 0.08 0.03 0.28 0.31
count up down false.c 0.22 1.41 0.14 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.24
trex03 true.c nr 1.92 nr nr 0.03 0.03 0.82

T1: Ufo; T2: CPAchecker; T3: Cbmc; T4: Cbmc + Accl; T5: Impara; T6: Impara + Accl
nr: no result; err: error; to: timeout; inc: incorrect result; values are in seconds continued on next page
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Benchmark T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 Accl
for bounded loop1 false.c nr 1.44 16.87 0.8 0.02 0.09 0.67
n.c40 true.c 0.19 18.01 0.03 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.23
heavy true.c to to to to to to 0.39
lu.cmp true.c 0.48 1.45 0.07 err 24.42 err 0.19
terminator 01 false.c nr 1.46 0.22 0.11 0.01 0.01 0.7
sum03 true.c 0.19 46.46 nr 0.15 0.06 0.22 0.38
linear search false.c nr nr 0.25 0.25 1.87 err 0.34
sum04 false.c 0.28 1.46 0.03 0.16 0.07 0.71 0.37
eureka 01 false.c nr to to to 1.34 0.43 1.75
sum01 bug02 sum01 bug02 base.case false.c 0.54 1.7 0.15 0.63 0.12 0.09 0.54
while infinite loop 4 false.c 0.2 1.43 0.91 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.14
eureka 01 true.c nr 1.56 15.39 to to 7.31 1.15
while infinite loop 3 true.c 0.19 1.25 nr nr 0.01 0.01 0.13
vogal true.c nr to 4.09 4.19 54.34 to 1.63
count up down true.c 0.2 to nr nr to to 0.27
while infinite loop 1 true.c 0.2 1.25 nr 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.21
for infinite loop 1 true.c 0.2 19.18 nr nr 0.01 0.02 0.22
sum03 false.c nr 1.52 0.78 0.25 0.22 0.69 0.76
invert string true.c nr 7.16 0.07 0.96 0.14 inc 1.05
eureka 05 true.c nr 1.37 0.08 0.48 0.87 0.1 0.64

T1: Ufo; T2: CPAchecker; T3: Cbmc; T4: Cbmc + Accl; T5: Impara; T6: Impara + Accl
nr: no result; err: error; to: timeout; inc: incorrect result; values are in seconds
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The source-level transformation of programs enables integration with futher in-

variant generation techniques. As a future work, we plan to investigate the interplay

between acceleration and invariant generation to minimize the number of wrong alarms

and to handle more cases correctly, including those that involve arrays. We also believe

it would be worthwhile to investigate whether the accelerator can be assisted with

additional invariants generated using some other technique (e.g. [20, 96]). Our initial

experiments suggest that some of these invariants, even over the interval domain, may

help us rule out the possibility of overflows, thereby increasing the precision of the

accelerator.

3.5.1 Notes

The ability to accelerate invariant generation for loops enables one to tackle a complex

system more effectively. However, in order to scale for real-world examples, it is

important to address another, equally important, aspect of complex systems - the

number of interacting components in them. There are several ways in which the

components may interact: message passing, generating and sensing events, reading

and writing to shared variables, etc. Moreover, the components may themselves be

defined, or identified, in various ways. We address some of these concerns in the next

chapter, as we develop techniques that can work compositionally.
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Chapter 4

Exploiting Modularity of
Implementation: Refutations

In software design, modularity refers to a logical partitioning of a system that allows

complex software to be manageable for the purpose of implementation and mainte-

nance. Given a design, or an implementation, this logical separation may either be

apparent, e.g. components in a Statechart design, threads in a multi-threaded program,

procedures in a sequential program, or it might need to be constructed explicitly,

e.g. splitting a control-flow graph into sets of paths. In order to address scalability

limitations of verification stemming from the scale of a system, it helps to analyze

the system’s modules in isolation and compose the results in the end. This chapter

studies one such approach for refuting safety properties in sequential programs.

4.1 Compositional Safety Refutation

Divide-and-conquer approaches are considered to be the blue print solution to scale

algorithms to large problems. Compositionality of proofs is the enabler of a map-reduce

approach to verification. Compositional verification approaches based on contracts

and summaries have been shown to tremendously increase scalability and productivity

in real-world formal verification [6, 47,77,101].

But what about refutation? Unlike verification, refutation algorithms are usually

based on finding a violating execution trace, which seems to be inherently non-

compositional. Consequently, the study of the compositional refutation problem is

an under-explored area of research. Yet, solutions to this problem have significant

impact on other research problems. As a motivation, we give here two algorithmic

approaches in verification and testing that will be enabled by efficient compositional

refutation algorithms:
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• Property-guided abstraction refinement algorithms like CEGAR [32] need to

decide whether counterexamples that are found in the abstraction are spurious

or true counterexamples. The lack of compositional refutation techniques forces

these algorithms to operate in a monolithic manner and is therefore an obstacle

to scaling them to large programs.

• Automated test generation techniques based on Bounded Model Checking are

successfully used in various industries to generate unit tests (e.g. [97]). However,

they do not sufficiently scale to accomplish the task of generating integration tests.

Compositional refutation techniques achieve exactly this goal: they efficiently

produce refutations (from which test vectors can be derived) on unit (module)

level and enable their composition in order to obtain system level refutations,

i.e. integration tests.

This chapter is a first step in this direction and lays the base for a more systematic

study of the problem domain.

4.1.1 Contributions

We summarise the contributions of this chapter as follows.

• In order to place the problem in a wider context, we give an informal overview

on how completeness relates to problem decomposition in safety refutation and

verification (Section 4.3).

• We formalise the safety refutation problem in horizontal decompositions, e.g.

procedure-modular decompositions, and characterise the compositional com-

pleteness guarantees of various algorithmic approaches (Section 4.4).

• We describe three refutation approaches with different degrees of completeness

(Section 4.5) and give experimental results on C benchmarks, comparing their

completeness and efficiency (Section 4.6).

4.2 Preliminaries

Before we introduce the notation, let us understand the goal that we have. Consider

the program shown in Fig. 4.1. It has an assertion in the procedure bar . We are

interested in finding a path in the program that reaches the assertion, with values of

the variables such that the assertion does not hold. In particular, for this example,

we wish to find a path starting from main, and reaching the assertion in bar with
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values of z ≤ 10. Note that the assertion may be violated “locally” in bar , but we are

interested in violations that are global, i.e. starting from the entry (main) function.

Program model and notation. We assume that programs are given in terms of

acyclic1 call graphs, where individual procedures f are given in terms of deterministic,

symbolic input/output transition systems. F is the set of all procedures in the program.

Since the handling of loops is orthogonal to the compositional aspect, we consider

only loop-free procedures (respectively bounded unwindings of loops) in this chapter2.

Thus, we simply denote the input/output relation of a procedure f as Tf(xin,xout).

Inputs xin are procedure parameters, global variables, and memory objects that are

read by f . Outputs xout are return values, and potential side effects such as global

variables and memory objects written by f . Boolean guard variables (g) in inputs

and outputs are used to model the control flow. Non-deterministic conditionals and

variable initializations are modeled by a call to a nondet() function which returns a

non-determistic value. During analysis this return value is treated like an additional

input, in order to make the transition system deterministic. The relations Tf are

given as first-order logic formulae over bitvectors and arrays, resulting from the logical

encoding of the program semantics. Fig. 4.1 gives an example of the encoding of a

program into such formulae using the loop-free notation. The inputs xin of foo are

(y, g6) and the outputs xout consist of (r, g7) where r is the return value. In addition

to the inputs and outputs we need boolean guard variables gin, gout (here g6, g7) that

are set to true if the entry (exit) of the procedure is backward (forward) reachable.

They are handled like input/output parameters and have their actual counterparts

in the guard variables in the caller (here, e.g. g1, g2 for the call foo0 in main). Note

that we consider exit in a procedure is not reachable, i.e., ¬gout, if either the program

is non-terminating or an assertion in a procedure is violated. Hence, the exit guard

condition in the definition of a transition function includes assertion checks as in Tbar.

We use a single static assignment (SSA) encoding, which gives a fresh name to each

update of a variable if it is modified multiple times, such as for example in main.

Each call to a procedure h at call site i in a procedure f is modeled by a placeholder

predicate hi(x
p in

i,x
p out

i) occurring in the formula Tf for f . The placeholder predicate

ranges over intermediate variables in the SSA of caller, representing its actual input

and output parameters, xp in
i and xp out

i, respectively. Placeholder predicates evaluate

to true in the beginning, which corresponds to havocing the program variables in

1We consider non-recursive programs with multiple procedures (cf. model in [28]).
2Section 4.7 discusses the extension to programs with loops.
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void main ( i n t x ) {
i f ( x < 10) {

x = foo ( x ) ;
x = foo ( x ) ;
bar ( x ) ;

}
}

i n t foo ( i n t y ) {
r e turn y+1;

}
void bar ( i n t z ) {

assert ( z > 10) ;
}

Tmain((x0, g0), (g5)) ≡ g1=(g0 ∧ (x0<10))∧
foo0((x0, g1), (x1, g2))∧
foo1((x1, g2), (x2, g3))∧
bar((x2, g3), (g4))∧
g5=(g0 ∧ ¬(x0<10) ∨ g4)

Propsmain ≡ true

Tfoo((y, g6), (r, g7)) ≡ (r=y+1) ∧ (g6=g7)
Props foo ≡ true

Tbar((z, g8), (g9)) ≡ g9=(g8 ∧ (z>10))
Propsbar ≡ g8 ⇒ (z>10)

Figure 4.1: Example program and its encoding

procedure calls. As the analysis progresses, they get strengthened by summaries.

We later explain how we use the guard variables in performing this propagation.

In procedure main in Fig. 4.1, the placeholder for the first procedure call to foo is

foo0((x0, g1), (x1, g2)) with the actual input and output parameters x0, x1, respectively,

and the corresponding guard variables that encode whether the entry and exit of

foo0 are reachable. Let Propsf denote the conjunction of all properties (assertions) in

procedure f (e.g. the assertion in bar in Fig. 4.1). Note that we view these relations

as predicates, e.g. T (x,x′), with given parameters x,x′, and mean the T [a/x,b/x′]

when we write T (a,b). Moreover, we write x and x with the understanding that the

former is a vector, whereas the latter is a scalar.

CSf is the set of call sites in procedure f , and the set of all call sites in a program,

CS, is
⋃

f∈F CSf . func(i) is the procedure called at call site i. We write Xf for the

variables in Tf (including intermediate variables), and X̂ for the entirety of variables

in Tfunc(i)(x
in

i,x
out

i) for all i ∈ CS.

Summaries, and Calling Contexts Inter-procedural compositional proofs of a

sequential program usually use a set of auxiliary predicates to define abstractions

of loops and procedures. These abstractions are usually formally defined by means

of a set of predicates – invariants, a summary and a calling context (CallCtx func(i))

for every procedure invocation at call site i in a call-graph of the program. These

predicates have the following roles: Invariants abstract the behaviour of loops inside

functions. Summaries abstract the behaviour of called procedures; they are used to

strengthen the placeholder predicates. Calling contexts abstract the caller’s behaviour

w.r.t. the procedure being called. When analyzing the callee, the calling contexts

are used to constrain its inputs and outputs. The set of sub-traces (in the behaviour
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of a caller), corresponding to execution of a function at a call site, is characterised

by a conjunction of the calling context and summary predicates associated with the

function at that call site. We provide formal definitions for summaries and calling

contexts below (invariants are not needed in this chapter, except for Section 4.7 where

we discuss the extension to programs with loops).

Definition 4.2.1. For a procedure given by Tf we define:

• A summary is a predicate Sumf such that:

∀Xf : Tf (xin,xout) =⇒ Sumf (xin,xout)

• The calling context for a procedure call at call site i in the given procedure is a

predicate CallCtx func(i) such that

∀Xf : Tf (xin,xout) =⇒ CallCtx func(i)(x
p in

i,x
p out

i)

For instance, a summary for procedure foo in Fig. 4.1, is Sum foo((y, g6), (r, g7)) =

(y<MAX ⇒ r>y).3 A (forward) calling context for the first call to procedure foo

in main is CallCtx foo0
((x0, g1), (x1, g2)) = (g1 ⇒ x0<0). We observe that the guard

variables are also used in defining summaries and calling contexts. They have the

same meaning as in transition functions. The reason we have defined CallCtx over

both input and output parameters is so we can propagate it in forward or backward

directions. With a slight abuse of notation, we sometimes use only the call site index

or the function name, if there’s no ambiguity, as a subscript to specify CallCtx .

4.3 Compositional Verification and Refutation

Overview

A decomposition of a verification problem intuitively splits the original problem into

a set of sub-problems that cover the original problem. The decomposition operator

for the problem has a corresponding composition operator for composing the results

obtained from the sub-problems in order to obtain a solution of the original problem.

Compositionality has been naturally studied in the context of the parallel composition

of processes (e.g. [33,35,89]) where the decomposition is performed according to the

process structure and the composition operator is a rely-guarantee proof rule, for

example.

3MAX denotes the maximum possible value in the type of y.
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In terms of program executions, a decomposition can be viewed as a way a proof

of verification splits the behaviour, i.e. the set of all execution traces of a program, in

constructing the proof. For sequential programs, decompositions can be vertical or

horizontal. Decomposition of a verification problem can be formally defined by means

of a pair of operators – decompose that decomposes a program into modules and a

compose operator that composes proof for a module in terms of its sub-modules.

A vertical decomposition usually focuses on entire execution traces and splits

the behaviour of the program into subsets of end-to-end traces. Program slicing

(e.g. [62]) that splits verification into a set of use-case scenarios and then using symbolic

execution for checking each component is an example of a vertical decomposition.

An automata-based semantic decomposition of programs was proposed by [64]. The

decompose-compose pair of operators for such a vertical decomposition can be defined

as follows.

Definition 4.3.1 (Vertical decomposition-composition). A vertical decomposition of

a program, Prog, is defined as

decompose(Prog) =def P,

where P is a collection of (sets of) program behaviors, i.e. execution paths of the

program. A safety proof of Prog may be obtained with the help of a composition

operator, compose, that combines the individual proofs of every element p ∈ P , i.e.

proof (Prog) = compose(p ∈ P , proof (p))

.

A horizontal decomposition is usually based on a syntactic decomposition of the

program e.g. into procedures or procedures. In terms of traces, horizontal decomposition

splits execution traces into pieces, i.e. each element of the decomposed program captures

a set of sub-traces corresponding to each procedure invocation in the program.

We now define the decomposition and composition operators w.r.t. a horizontal

decomposition based on the procedure call hierarchy in a program.

Definition 4.3.2 (Horizontal decomposition-composition). A horizontal decomposi-

tion of a program Prog is defined as

decompose(Prog) =def M,

where M is a collection of procedures in the call graph of Prog.
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Algorithm 2 Composition operator for summaries

1: procedure Compose(f)
2: for all i ∈ CSf do . CSf are the call sites in procedure f
3: Sum func(i) ← Compose(func(i)) . func(i) is the procedure at call site i

4: Sumf ← proof (f) . uses Sum func(i), i ∈ CSf and proof composer operator
5: return Sumf . Sumf can be cached

Let CSf(f) denote the set of call sites in a procedure f and func(i) denote the

procedure called at site i.

The safety proof for a procedure f in a horizontal decomposition is defined with

the help of a composition operator as

proof (f) =def compose(i ∈ CSf , func(i))

.

The proof of Prog may be obtained as proof (fentry), where fentry is the entry

procedure of Prog.

Consider a safe version of the code in Fig. 4.1 where the assertion in bar is changed

to z ≤ 10. A safety proof for the program can be constructed hierarchically by using the

following summaries for foo and bar: Sumfoo((y, g6), (r, g7)) = (r=y + 1 ∧ g6=g7) and

Sumbar((z, g8), (g9)) = (g9 ⇒ z ≤ 10). Then, the proof for main can be constructed

using the recursive Algorithm 2. The proof for the leaves (foo and bar) involves

showing their transition functions imply their respective summary. Proof composition

for a non-leaf procedure will use the caller summaries to similarly construct a proof (a

summary) for the caller. In our example, the program is indeed proved safe as the

algorithm constructs a Summain, which, in this case, can be a suitable abstraction of

the transition function for main, that is not false, while checking that the constructed

summaries verify all the embedded properties.

This chapter focuses on solving the refutation problem with horizontal decomposi-

tions.

The challenge in automating horizontal compositional verification lies in synthesis-

ing a set of precise summary predicates for the procedures in the call graph. Note

that in the program in Fig. 4.1, it was essential to constrain the input z to bar as

(z ≤ 1) to get a proof. This effort is made harder if the code has loops, which require

invariants and use of abstractions of loops and procedures. The calling contexts and

summaries can be mutually dependent even for non-recursive programs. In general,

one requires iterative fix-point computation on the call-graph structure, possibly using
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abstraction and refinement. A pre-requisite for performing abstraction refinement is

the ability to refute safety and check for spurious counterexamples also in a modular

and efficient fashion, which is the goal of this chapter.

A Practical View of the Modular Refutation Problem. Consider the example

in Fig. 4.1 in Section 4.2. This program is unsafe because when bar is called the actual

argument to it that takes the place of z can at most be only 1. The question is if we

can arrive at this refutation modularly. Analysing procedure bar in isolation indeed

gives a counterexample, which could be possibly spurious.

Instantiated on the example in Fig. 4.1, a refutation involves checking ¬∀z, g8 :

g8 ⇒ (z > 10). A counterexample could be g8 ∧ z = 5, for example. The question

is now how to decide whether this counterexample is spurious or not, and to find a

valid counterexample if one exists. For instance, z = 5 turns out to be spurious if we

consider the whole program because it clashes with x0 < 0 in main. However, z = −8

would be a valid counterexample.

The set of local counterexamples found in a procedure f might contain many

counterexamples that are spurious for the whole program, i.e. they are infeasible from

the entry point of the program. That is why a definite answer to this problem of

finding a refutation modularly, if one exists, cannot be given by only analyzing the

procedures in isolation. This is the reason why refutation in horizontal decompositions

is hard — unlike refutation in vertical decompositions where a refutation of the local

problem implies the refutation of the global one.

Intuitively, the negation of the assertion has to be hoisted up along the error

path to the entry point of the program. If the obtained weakest precondition for the

violation of the assertion is not false, then the counterexample is feasible. Propagating

up the counterexample itself is not sufficient to decide spuriousness as illustrated

above.

4.4 Formalising Horizontal Compositional

Refutation

In this section we formalise the problem of safety refutation for sequential programs.

To simplify the presentation we focus on loop-free programs. The formalisation for

programs with loops is structurally similar, but in addition, requires the handling of

invariants (see Section 4.7), which is orthogonal to the compositional aspect.
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We give three different formalisations – the first corresponds to a monolithic

approach, and the remaining two correspond to compositional approaches.

4.4.1 Monolithic Safety Refutation Problem

For non-recursive programs, since one can always inline every procedure call at its

call site, we can replace every call by recursively inlining its body. Then, to refute

safety we have to show invalidity of the following formula:

∀X̂ :
∧

j∈CS g
in
fentry

∧ Tfunc(j)(xin
j,x

out
j) ∧ InlineSums func(j) ⇒ Props func(j)(xj)

(4.1)

where

• InlineSumsf is
∧

i∈CSf
InlineSum func(i)(x

p in
i,x

p out
i),

• InlineSumf (xin
f ,x

out
f ) is Tf (xin

f ,x
out

f ) ∧ InlineSumsf ,

• Propsf (xf ) is the conjunction of all properties (assertions) in the procedure f ,

• X̂ is the entirety of variables in (4.1),

• and the conjunction with ginfentry states that the entry procedure is reachable.4

In the formula above, we have included the summary of all call sites. It is

noteworthy that if the call sites fall under branches in the program that are mutually

exclusive (e.g. if(*) then foo else bar), not all of them would get exercised at once

in any execution. However, there is no explicit notion of execution in a formula. In

our notation, this is handled by adding the branching condition to the entry guards

for such call sites. Thus, the summary of all call sites will lie there in the formula,

without affecting the semantics of the execution.

Alternatively, we can write:

∃
for all f∈F︷ ︸︸ ︷

Sumf , . . . :
∧

f∈F ∀Xf :(
ginfentry ∧ Tf (xin

f ,x
out

f ) ∧ Sumsf =⇒ Propsf (xf )
)

∧
(
Tf (xin

f ,x
out

f ) ∧ Sumsf ⇐⇒ Sumf (xin
f ,x

out
f )
) (4.2)

where Sumsf is
∧

i∈CSf
Sum func(i)(x

p in
i,x

p out
i).

This formulation uses a predicate Sumf to exactly express the behaviours of each

procedure f . 4.1 is valid iff 4.2 is valid. The existential quantifier in (4.2) can be

shown to be uniquely eliminated by recursively replacing the Sumf predicates by

left-hand side of the equivalence in the last line in (4.2), obtaining (4.1). Note that

solving (4.1) is NP-complete, whereas solving (4.2) is PSPACE-complete [8]. However,

(4.1) may be exponentially larger (in the number of variables) than (4.2).

4This amounts to using Tfentry [true/ginfentry ] as the transition relation of fentry .
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Both versions are monolithic because they consider the entire program as a whole.

In particular, (4.2) finds summaries globally, i.e. for the whole program.

Also note that, proving invalidity of (4.2) shows the inexistence of a verification

proof, but it does not directly allow us to derive a counterexample in terms of an

execution trace because of the universal quantification of the variables. Moreover,

showing unsatisfiability of (4.2) is difficult because it involves proving the inexistence

of summary predicates. For this reason, many practical techniques, such as SAT-based

Bounded Model Checking use (4.1) (considering bounded unwindings for programs

with loops in order to make them loop-free). Note that negating (4.1) results in an

existentially quantified problem, whose satisfiability witnesses a refutation in the form

of values for the variables X̂.

However, solving (4.1) monolithically is often intractable. Therefore, we want to

decompose the problem into smaller subformulae that are faster to solve. (4.2) is

amenable to decomposition, but it does not allow us to approximate the summaries

with the help of abstractions (because of ⇔ in last line). Therefore we give a third

formulation of the monolithic problem that additionally uses calling contexts. The

calling context for the entry procedure is ginfentry .

∃
for all f∈F︷ ︸︸ ︷

Sumf ,CallCtx f , . . . :
∧

f∈F ∀Xf :(
CallCtx f (xin

f ,x
out

f )∧
Tf (xin

f ,x
out

f ) ∧ Sumsf =⇒ Propsf (xf )∧
Sumf (xin

f ,x
out

f )∧∧
j∈CSf

CallCtx func(j)(x
p in

j,x
p out

j)
)

(4.3)

Eq. (4.3) is equisatisfiable with (4.2), although (4.3) admits more solutions to

Sumf including those that are over-approximations adequate to prove the properties.

To see this, if (4.2) is satisfiable, the precise solution of (4.2) for Sumf can be used

to satisfy (4.3) by plugging it in for both CallCtx f and Sumf in (4.3). If (4.2) is

unsatisfiable, then so is (4.3) because one or all behaviours included in Sumf solution

of (4.2) violates one of the properties. Then, every solution to (4.3) would violate the

properties as they are over-approximations of the precise summaries. Note that this

formulation is still monolithic because it requires one to synthesize all the contexts

and summaries simultaneously by solving (4.3) corresponding to the entire program.

4.4.2 Modular Safety Refutation Problem

Let us now have a look at the horizontal decomposition following the procedural

structure of the program. The goal is to compute the summaries Sumf for each f while
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considering only f and the summaries for the procedures called in f . We can attempt

at achieving this by flipping the existential quantifier (∃Sumf) and the top-level

conjunction (
∧

f∈F in (4.3)). However, this does not result in an equisatisfiable formula

because existential quantification does not distribute over conjunctions. Therefore,

we need an alternative formulation to solve the existential query per procedure. One

approach is to search for a minimal solution for summaries and calling contexts

occurring within each calling site of procedure f for a given context for f that satisfies

all the embedded properties in f as shown in 4.4. I.e. for each f ∈ F we have:

min Sumf ,

for all j∈CSf︷ ︸︸ ︷
CallCtx j, . . . : ∀Xf :(

CallCtx f (xin
f ,x

out
f )∧

Tf (xin
f ,x

out
f ) ∧ Sumsf =⇒ Propsf (xf )∧

Sumf (xin
f ,x

out
f )∧∧

j∈CSf
CallCtx j(x

p in
j,x

p out
j)
)

(4.4)

The operator minP : F (P ), used in equation 4.4 above, is defined w.r.t. implication

order for a formula F involving predicates P , i.e. as ∃P : F (P ) ∧ ∀P ′ : (P ′ ⇒ P )⇒
¬F (P ′). Note that minP is not unique in a partial order on predicates. In (4.4), min

distributes over the conjunction of all ∀ formulae. In other words, for each f ∈ F ,

it gives a solution for Sumf and the calling contexts for all embedded calling sites

relative to a CallCtx f , assuming there is a minimal solution for summaries for all

the embedded procedures. But, we have not broken the dependency between calling

contexts and summaries. Solving this problem requires computing a fixed point in

the composition operator (presented below) and computing minimal solutions for the

summary and calling context predicates. That is, what has been an existential second-

order satisfaction problem in (4.3), has now become a second-order minimisation (∃∀)
problem. The reason for this is that the mere existence of a solution for Sumf and

CallCtx func(j) does not prove that the overall verification problem holds. Therefore,

we pessimistically have to assume that we require the exact calling contexts and

summaries in order to decide the problem during proof composition.

The proposed proof composition operator (compose) with calling contexts is shown

in Alg. 3 and is more complex than Alg. 2. The term “Solve” on line 5 refers to

computing minimal summaries and calling contexts. The idea is to use the call graph

of the program to compute the minimal calling context for each call site of procedure

call of f piecewise in a top-down fashion, and use that calling context to compute a

piecewise minimal summary for f for that call site (note the conjunction on Line 12 of

Alg. 3) consistent with all the properties in f . The piecewise summaries and contexts
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Algorithm 3 Composition operator with calling contexts

1: global Sumf ← ¬goutf for all f ∈ F
2: CallCtx f ← false for all f ∈ F
3: procedure compose(f , CallCtx ∗f )
4: while true do . Repeat until fixed point reached

5: Solve (4.4) with CallCtx ∗f as CallCtx f .

{
obtain Sumf & CallCtx j

for all j ∈ CSf

6: for all j ∈ CSf do . join calling contexts for func(j)
7: CallCtx func(j) ← CallCtx func(j) ∨ CallCtx j(x

in
func(j),x

out
func(j))

8: if CallCtx func(j) for all j ∈ CSf has not changed then
9: return Sumf

10: for all j ∈ CSf for which CallCtx func(j) has changed do
11: Sumj ← compose(func(j),CallCtx j(x

in
func(j),x

out
func(j)))

12: Sum func(j) ← Sum func(j) ∨ (CallCtx j(x
in

func(j),x
out

func(j)) ∧ Sumj)
13: . join summaries for func(j)

are combined disjunctively as they are built, which takes care of the dependency

between summary and calling contexts. In the algorithm, each time compose is called

recursively for f , it is called with a new piece of entry calling context for f and (4.4)

is solved with summaries computed up to that point for the procedures in the body of

f . Solving the equation may result in new contexts for each call site (if any) inside f

and a new piece of summary for f all of which are accumulated.

For a program with entry function fentry , a proof can be constructed by calling

compose(fentry , g
in
fentry

). The calling context ginfentry means that the entry procedure is

reachable. The calling context of all embedded functions are initialised to false as that

is the least element and also makes everything following the first call site unreachable.

The summary for each f is initialised to ¬goutf , meaning that its exit is not reachable

and hence execution cannot continue beyond any call to f . This initial value for

summary has the effect of blocking analysis of all functions following f in the code

until a piecewise summary is computed for f .

Observe that, as opposed to monolithic (4.3) where the fixed point computation

for resolving the mutually dependent summary and calling context predicates (cf. [95])

is done within the solver for solving the monolithic formula, the fixed point in the

modular version must be computed during the composition of the individual results.

I.e. we have to saturate the Sumf and CallCtx f predicates.

Theorem 4.4.1. We obtain Sumfentry = false using Alg. 3 iff (4.3) is unsatisfiable.

I.e. horizontal decomposition is sound and complete.
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Proof (sketch): (⇒) The forward direction is easy. Alg. 3 will return a false

summary only if Eq. (4.4) fails to give a minimal solution for summaries and calling

contexts. Since (4.4) is simply a transformation of the existential second-order

satisfaction problem of (4.3) into a second-order minimisation problem, it follows that

if no minimal solutions exist (for 4.4), then (4.3) is also unsatisfiable.

(⇐) We argue by induction on the depth (k) of the top-level procedure in the call

graph of the program.

For the base case (k = 1), there is only one procedure call - the call to the entry

function, fentry . Since the calling context of fentry is ginfentry , and there are no other

procedure calls, it is evident that computing Sumfentry from Alg. 3 effectively reduces

to finding it by solving (4.4) (line 5 of Alg. 3), with Sums and CallCtx j not present.

This makes Eq. (4.4) and (4.3) identical and hence the statement follows trivially.

Assuming that the statement holds for all procedures in the call graph with depth

≤ k, we will argue that it also holds if the entry function is at depth k.

Assume (4.3) is unsatisfiable. Then there must exist a function h which appears

somewhere in the call graph, such that i) when compose is called for h, it returns

Sumh = false (by induction hypothesis, because (4.3) is unsatisfiable for h), or ii)

Sumh conflicts with Tf . In both these cases, Alg. 3 simply returns false. In the first

case, it is due to one of the embedded summaries becoming false, while in the second

case it is just due to the contradiction arising at the current level.

4.4.3 Modular Safety Refutation with Witnesses

(4.4) suffers from the same problem as (4.3) that we cannot extract counterexamples in

terms of an execution trace in case of a refutation because the formulae are unsatisfiable

for refutations (i.e. Alg. 3 just returns false), and thus the solver does not return a

countermodel. Therefore, we give next a formulation and a corresponding composition

operator that produces refutation witnesses. The idea here is to compute piecewise

contexts and summaries backwards starting from exit points of each procedure, much

like a weakest-precondition computation works. Additionally, we start with negation

of properties and compute maximal summary and contexts that possibly lead the

program to an error state. In other words, a summary computed for f represent

maximal symbolic witness to all the states reachable to safety violation. Such a

summary can be obtained as maximal solutions to the equation shown in 4.5.
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max Sumf ,

for all j∈CSf︷ ︸︸ ︷
CallCtx j, . . . : ∀Xf :

Sumf (xin
f ,x

out
f )∧∧

j∈CSf
CallCtx j(x

p in
j,x

p out
j) =⇒ (CallCtx f (xin

f ,x
out

f ) ∨ ¬Propsf )∧
Tf (xin

f ,x
out

f ) ∧ Sumsf

(4.5)

where maxP.F (P ) is defined as usual: ∃P.F (P ) ∧ ∀P ′.(P ⇒ P ′)⇒ ¬F (P ′).

(4.5) describes maximal solutions for the summary and calling contexts that are

contained in the behaviour of the procedure. That is the reason the predicates for the

summary and the calling contexts (for the called functions) appear on the left-hand

side of the implication and the transition relation is on the right-hand side, i.e. reversed

in comparison with (4.4). The disjuncts in the first part of the consequent of (4.5)

are the sources of safety violations: these are safety violations in the caller (which are

propagated by CallCtx f ), and safety violations in f itself (¬Propsf ). Safety violations

in callees are propagated through the summaries. Both these are constrained to be

consistent with the transition relation of f (with current summaries plugged in for

the called functions), which ensures spurious errors are not propagated upwards.

We use the composition operator as in Alg. 3, but with the following modifications

to the initialization. We call this composition operator compose ′ or Alg. 3’ from now

on.

• Initially, Sumf ← ¬ginf for all f ∈ F , meaning that the entry of f is not

backwards-reachable.

• In Line 5, we solve (4.5).

The calling contexts for all embedded functions are initialized to false as before

except for the top-level function fentry. A refutation is constructed by computing

compose ′(fentry ,¬goutfentry
). The calling context ¬goutfentry

of fentry means that we cannot

reach the regular exit of the entry procedure if there is a property violation. If there

are no property violations at this level (or no properties), then this choice for top-level

context would still work as the second conjunct in equation 4.5, which denotes the

transition relation, would ensure the precise contexts propagated to the first embedded

call site from exit point. The choice of initial summary of ¬ginf for all embedded

functions will ensure that the summaries are generated in order of dependency of

function calls backward from the exit point.

Theorem 4.4.2. We obtain Sumfentry using Alg. 3’ such that ∃xin,xout : ginfentry ∧
Sumfentry (xin,xout) iff (4.3) is unsatisfiable.
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Note that the conjunction with ginfentry projects the summary on the inputs, which

must be satisfiable to have a refutation.

Proof (sketch): From Theorem 4.4.1, the statement of the theorem above can be

simplified as Sumfentry = false using Alg. 3 iff Sumfentry ∧ ginfentry
is satisfiable using

Alg. 3’. In other words, Sumfentry ∧ ginfentry
is satisfiable using Alg. 3’ iff there is a

refutation. Further, note that the summaries and calling contexts are computed in

Alg. 3’ such that their projection on the input variables of a procedure is the weakest

precondition w.r.t. the negation of the property (¬Props).

(⇒) This direction is easy to see. As the summaries and calling contexts are

extracted from the weakest precondition w.r.t. ¬Props, a satisfying assignment to

Sumfentry is nothing but a refutation witness. Since Sumfentry is satisfiable, it immedi-

ately follows that the property is refutable.

(⇐) We argue this by induction on the number (k) of procedure calls.

For the base case (k = 1), the only function being executed is the entry function,

fentry. Alg. 3’, therefore, simply reduces to solving equation 4.5 and obtaining the

summary from there. From the way we arrived at (4.5), it is clear that the Sumfentry

is satisfiable in case there is a refutation.

Suppose the statement holds for programs with k ≤ n. Consider a program with

(n+ 1) procedure calls. If we look at the entry function of this program, there may be

execution paths starting in fentry having at most n procedure calls. From the induction

hypothesis, it follows that if a refutation is possible along one of these paths, the error

summary for the top-most function along that path is satisfiable. If we propagate the

error summaries along each of these paths by computing the weakest precondition, we

can claim that a refutation is possible only if these piecewise summaries, combined

disjunctively, is satisfiable at the function entry. This is exactly what Alg. 3’ captures.

Thus, even for this program with (n+ 1) calls, it follows that if the entry function is

reachable, a refutation implies that Sumfentry is satisfiable.

4.4.4 Worked Example

Let us consider the example in Fig. 4.1, but with the conditional in line 2 being

x < 10. We start with Summain((x0, g0), (g5)) = ¬g0, Sum foo((y, g6), (r, g7)) = ¬g6,
Sumbar((z, g8), (g9)) = ¬g8, and CallCtx ∗main((x0, g0), (g5)) = ¬g5, CallCtx foo((y,

g6), (r, g7)) = false, CallCtx bar((z, g8), (g9)) = false.
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The composition operator is called for main. We solve (4.5):

max Summain ,CallCtx foo0
,CallCtx foo1

,CallCtx bar : ∀Xmain :
Summain((x0, g0), (g5))∧
CallCtx foo0

((x0, g1), (x1, g2))∧
CallCtx foo1

((x1, g2), (x2, g3))∧
CallCtx bar((x2, g3), (g4)) =⇒ (¬g5 ∨ ¬true)∧

g1 = (g0 ∧ (x0 < 10))∧
g5 = ((g0 ∧ ¬(x0 < 10)) ∨ g4)∧
¬g1 ∧ ¬g2 ∧ ¬g3

We obtain the following solutions for the predicates: CallCtx bar = ¬g4, CallCtx foo1
=

¬g3, CallCtx foo0
= ¬g2, Summain = ¬g0 ∧ ¬g5.

Then we recur into bar with (4.5) instantiated as:

max Sumbar : ∀z, g8, g9 :
Sumbar((z, g8), (g9)) =⇒ (¬g9 ∨ ¬(g8 ⇒ z > 10))∧

(g9 = (g8 ∧ z > 10))

Hence, we get for Sumbar : (g8 ⇒ ¬(z > 10)) ∧ ¬g9.
In Line 6 of Alg. 3’, (4.5) for main is then:

max Summain ,CallCtx foo0
,CallCtx foo1

,CallCtx bar : ∀Xmain :
Summain((x0, g0), (g5))∧
CallCtx foo0

((x0, g1), (x1, g2))∧
CallCtx foo1

((x1, g2), (x2, g3))∧
CallCtx bar((x2, g3), (g4)) =⇒ (¬g5 ∨ ¬true)∧

g1 = (g0 ∧ (x0 < 10))∧
g5 = ((g0 ∧ ¬(x0 < 10)) ∨ g4)∧
¬g1 ∧ ¬g2∧
(g3 ⇒ ¬(x2 > 10)) ∧ ¬g4

which results in CallCtx bar = ¬g4, CallCtx foo1
= g3 ⇒ ¬(x2 > 10), CallCtx foo0

= ¬g2,
Summain = ¬g5. Hence, CallCtx foo is updated to g7 ⇒ ¬(r > 10).

In the next iteration of compose(main) we recur into foo1 and solve:

max Sum foo : ∀y, g6, r, g7 :
Sum foo((y, g6), (r, g7)) =⇒ ((g7 ⇒ ¬(r > 10)) ∨ ¬true)∧

(g6 = g7) ∧ (r = y + 1)

Thus, Sum foo is updated to (g6 ⇒ ¬(r > 10) ∧ g7) ∧ (r = y + 1).
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Then in Line 6 in compose(main), we solve

max Summain ,CallCtx foo0
,CallCtx foo1

,CallCtx bar : ∀Xmain :
Summain((x0, g0), (g5))∧
CallCtx foo0

((x1, g2))∧
CallCtx foo1

((x2, g3))∧
CallCtx bar((g4)) =⇒ (¬g5 ∨ ¬true)∧

g1 = (g0 ∧ (x0 < 10))∧
g5 = ((g0 ∧ ¬(x0 < 10)) ∨ g4)∧
(g1 ⇒ ¬(x1 > 10) ∧ g2) ∧ (x1 = x0 + 1)∧
(g2 ⇒ ¬(x2 > 10) ∧ g3) ∧ (x2 = x1 + 1)∧
(g3 ⇒ ¬(x2 > 10)) ∧ ¬g4

which gives us Summain = (g0 ⇒ ¬(x0 > 8)) ∧ ¬g5. The calling contexts CallCtx bar =

¬g4, CallCtx foo0
= g2 ⇒ ¬(x1 > 10), and CallCtx foo1

= g3 ⇒ ¬(x2 > 10) do not result

in an update of the calling contexts for foo and bar (Line 8 in Alg. 3). g0 ∧ Summain

is satisfiable, hence, x ≤ 8 is a (maximal) refutation witness.

4.4.4.1 A note on (potentially) non-terminating programs

i n t main ( i n t a ) {
whi le (a ) {

skip ;
}
assert (0 ) ;

}

Figure 4.2

The example in Fig. 4.2 shows a potentially non-terminating program. Our

technique is unaffected due to such non-termination as we restrict ourselves to recursion-

free programs with a finite unwinding. Once unwound, this effectively reduces to the

program shown in Fig. 4.3.

Note that there are no function calls in main, and Propsmain = (gin ⇒ ((¬a)⇒
false)). We use Eq. 4.5 to compute the summary of main.

Summain ⇒ (¬(Propsmain)), which reduces to

Summain ⇒ (gin ∧ ¬(a))

Thus, the maximal summary of main w.r.t. the error being reachable is gin ∧¬(a).

In other words, the assertion gets violated if main is reachable, and is executed with

the input a = 0.
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i n t main ( i n t a ) {
skip ;
assume ( ! a ) ;
assert (0 ) ;

}

Figure 4.3

4.5 Examples of Refutation Algorithms

Alg. 3’ is not only applicable to loop-free programs with multiple procedure invocations,

it can still be used for programs with loops by introducing invariants into the formula

for the modular subproblem (4.5). However, in general it is hard to solve the problems

without using approximations by bounding the number of unwindings and/or using

abstractions for computing the predicates involved.

In Section 4.4, we have described the elements necessary for compositional, hor-

izontal refutation proofs. In this section, we will give three examples of algorithms

that instantiate this framework (Alg. 3’), which we have implemented to compare

them experimentally in Section 4.6. We assume that loops have been unwound a finite

number of times before application of these techniques. The difference in the following

three techniques lies in the abstractions that are used to solve for Sumf and CallCtx f

in (4.5). We consider techniques that use constraint solving to find counterexamples.

4.5.1 Concrete Backward Interpretation

This technique is the one sketched in the example at the beginning of Section 4.3.

Formally, we use the domain of predicates that track a single constant value for each

variable, defined as follows: Let P (x) = {false} ∪ {x = d | di ∈ Dom(xi)} with the

domain Dom(xi) of variable xi, then we admit the following predicates for summaries

and calling contexts: Sumf ∈ {ginf ⇒ p | p ∈ P (xin
f)} and CallCtx f ∈ {goutf ⇒ p |

p ∈ P (xout
f )}. We explain now in an example how Alg. 3’ proceeds using this domain.

Example. Let us consider the example in Fig. 4.1 in Section 4.2. We start with

compose ′(main,¬g5). We obtain the calling contexts ¬g2,¬g3,¬g4 for foo0, foo1, bar ,

respectively. We recur into compose ′(bar ,¬g9). We have to solve (4.5) where Sumbar
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is instantiated with the above domain:

∃d : ∀z, g8, g9 :
(g8 ⇒ z=d) =⇒ (¬g9 ∨ ¬(g8 ⇒ (z > 10)))∧

(g9 = (g8 ∧ z > 10))
(4.6)

The partial order of our domain has only two levels false and the values for d.

Hence, we can implement max by ∃d; if there is no d then p = false. A constraint

solver may return, for example, d=−4; Sumbar is hence g8 ⇒ (z=−4). This is an

under-approximative summary of bar w.r.t. property violation.

In the next iteration of compose ′(main,¬g5) we solve:

∃d0, . . . , d3 : ∀x0, g0, . . . , g5 :
(g0 ⇒ x0=d0)∧
(g2 ⇒ x1=d1)∧
(g3 ⇒ x2=d2)∧
(g4 ⇒ d3) =⇒ (¬g5 ∨ ¬true)∧

g1 = (g0 ∧ (x0 < 10))∧
g5 = ((g0 ∧ ¬(x0 < 10)) ∨ g4)∧
¬g1 ∧ ¬g2∧
(g3 ⇒ (x2=−4)) ∧ ¬g5

(4.7)

and obtain CallCtx foo1
= (g3 ⇒ (x2=−4)). compose ′(foo, g7 ⇒ (r=−4)) returns

g6 ⇒ (y=−5) for Sum foo1
. Note that the boolean variable d3 stands for the reachability

of the exit of bar. Since bar has no return value, this is how its exit is encoded.

Proceeding similarly we get compose ′(foo, g7 ⇒ (r=−5)) = (g6 ⇒ (y=−6)); and

finally Summain = (g0 ⇒ x0=−6). Hence, we have found a true global counterexample.

4.5.2 Abstract Backward Interpretation

Abstract backward interpretation computes sufficient preconditions to safety violations,

i.e. negations of necessary preconditions to safety. The formula representing the

summary may vary from being quite concise to as large as the procedure itself,

depending on the abstraction.

There are a couple of techniques to implement such abstract interpretations that are

distinguished by the way abstract preconditions are inferred, e.g. (classical) abstract

domain transformers (e.g. [85]), template-based synthesis (e.g. [57]) or interpolation (e.g.

[2]).

We are going to use the template-based synthesis technique used in [20] to solve

(4.5). We know how to compute over-approximative abstractions with that technique.

Hence, we use an over-approximation to compute an under-approximation (similar
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to computing max f by −min(−f)). This means we compute predicates Sum ũ
f and

CallCtx ũ
j whose negations are Sumf and CallCtx j , respectively. This is done by solving

the following formula in place of (4.5) in Alg. 3’.

min Sum ũ
f ,

for all j∈CSf︷ ︸︸ ︷
CallCtx ũ

j , . . . : ∀Xf :(
CallCtx ũ

f (xin
f ,x

out
f ) ∧ Sums ũ

f∧
Tf (xin

f ,x
out

f ) ∧ Propsf (xf ) =⇒ Sum ũ
f (xin

f ,x
out

f )∧∧
j∈CSf

CallCtx ũ
j (xp in

j,x
p out

j)
) (4.8)

This formula is derived from (4.5) by negating (CallCtx f ∨ ¬Props) on the right-

hand side of (4.5), which yields (CallCtx ũ
f ∧ Props), reversing the implication, and

minimising to obtain an over-approximation for Sum ũ and CallCtx ũ. Similar ap-

proaches are used in [28, 38]. Since convex domains are too imprecise for this purpose,

we use a disjunctive domain [94]. For our experiments we used intervals as a base

domain. Formally, let P (x) = {
∨

k d′k ≤ x ≤ dk | di, d′i ∈ Dom(xi), k ≥ 0}, then

Sumf ∈ {ginf ⇒ p | p ∈ P (xin
f)} and CallCtx f ∈ {goutf ⇒ p | p ∈ P (xout

f)}. Our

implementation also ensures that arithmetic overflows create new disjuncts in order

to avoid precision loss. The second source of additional disjuncts that we take into

account are Lines 7 and 12 in Alg. 3’.

Example. For the example in Fig. 4.1, we compute compose ′(main,¬g5). We solve

(4.8) with CallCtx ũ
main = g5 and get CallCtx ũ

bar = g4, i.e. CallCtx bar = ¬g4.
We recur into compose ′(bar ,¬g9), i.e. CallCtx ũ

bar = g9 We have to solve (4.8)

instantiated with our domain.

∃d, d′ : ∀z, g8, g9 :
(g9 ∧ true∧
(g9 = (g8 ∧ z > 10)) ∧ (g8 ⇒ (z > 10)) =⇒ (g8 ⇒ (d ≤ z ≤ d′)))

(4.9)

Note that Sums ũ
f is true because the initial under-approximations are false—the

superscript ũ flags predicates that carry negations of under-approximations. We get

Sum ũ
bar = (g8 ⇒ (11 ≤ z ≤ MAX )), i.e. Sumbar = (g8 ∧ (MIN ≤ z ≤ 10)). MAX and

MIN denote the maximum, resp. minimum, possible value for the type of z.

We proceed similarly. Finally, compose ′(main,¬g5) computes Sum ũ
main = (g0 ⇒

(9 ≤ x0 ≤ MAX )), i.e. Summain = (g0 ∧ (MIN ≤ x0 ≤ 8)).

Note that (4.8) expresses an over-approximation of good states; the complement is

therefore guaranteed not to contain any good states, but only bad and unreachable

states, and hence no strict under-approximation of bad states. However, this does not
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matter since we project Sumfentry on the initial condition (see Thm. 4.4.2) to obtain a

true under-approximation of inputs that violate a property.

Abstract backward interpretation is not limited to bounded unwindings of the

transition relation, but can also be used for programs with loops (cf. [28,42]) by calling

invariants into play in (4.8).

4.5.3 Symbolic Backward Interpretation

This technique computes the exact weakest precondition for the bounded problem.

The technique is complete for loop-free programs. However, the size of the obtained

summaries (i.e., size of the formula that represents the summary) may be of the order

of the procedure size (i.e., size of the SSA of procedure’s transition relation) in the

worst case.

The domain used are sets of variables, so-called dependency sets. These sets of

variables, X in
f , Xout

f , Xp in
j , Xp out

j , describe which variables should be kept as relevant

part of the summary. We then use them to compute an exact summary as the following

predicate Sumf (xin,xout):

∃Xf \ (X in
f ∪Xout

f ∪

for all j∈CSf︷ ︸︸ ︷
Xp in

j ∪Xp out
j ∪ . . .) :

(CallCtx f (xin,xout) ∨ ¬Propsf ) ∧ Tf (xin,xout) ∧ Sumsf

(4.10)

We implement the existential quantification in (4.10) by Gaussian elimination

to eliminate as many of the intermediate or irrelevant variables as possible. After

elimination the summary contains only variables that have a dependency on the

property Propsf , on xout, or on the placeholder predicates, which are going to be

replaced by summaries during the composition. The elimination can have positive

and negative effects on the formula size depending on non-determinism and control

flow paths in the procedure.

The composition operator is the same horizontal composition operator as in the

two previous techniques. Context-sensitivity is exploited exactly in the same way

as in the previous two techniques. The calling context at call site j is the set of

output variables Xp out
j that a procedure call backward-transitively depends on the

given property. The resulting calling context dependency set Xout
f is then used for

eliminating intermediate variables in (4.10) in addition to the dependency sets obtained

from Sumsf , and Propsf . The set of input variables X in
f that have not been eliminated

is the dependency set Xp in
f of the summary Sumf .

Any satisfiable assignment to xin
fentry in the formula obtained by Gaussian elimi-

nation of the summary predicates in the entry function is a feasible global refutation.
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Example. For example, in Fig. 4.1 the symbolic backward interpreter starts from the

exit of main with Xout
main = ∅ to start with. As it arrives in bar, it retains the negation

of the assertion ¬(g8 ⇒ (z > 10)) and updates the dependency set to X in
bar = {z, g8}.

On simplification, this gives the summary for bar as g8 ∧ ¬(z > 10).

Then the technique proceeds to the caller of bar, replacing the variables in the

dependency set by the parameter passed, i.e. Xp out
foo1

= {x2, g3}. Then it recurs into

the call to foo. The statement r = y + 1 gives the summary of foo as r = y + 1 and

the dependency set {y, g6}. The next call to foo has already been analysed with the

same dependency set, hence there is no need to recur.

Proceeding in the main function, we finally get the summary for main as (g1 =

g0 ∧ (x0 < 0))∧ foo0((x0, g1), (x1, g2))∧ foo1((x1, g2), (x2, g3))∧ bar((x2, g3), (g4)). Sub-

stituting the placeholder predicates by their respective summaries (variables are

renamed) allows us to evaluate the summary for main. Since it is satisfiable, we have

found a global refutation.

4.6 Experiments

We performed a number of experiments to evaluate compositional refutation techniques

in comparison with monolithic approaches.

Implementation We have implemented these safety refutation techniques as an

extension to 2LS [20, 96]. 2LS is a verification tool built on the CPROVER frame-

work [36], using MiniSAT 2.2.1 as the backend solver (although other SAT and SMT

solvers with incremental solving support can also be used). We limit resources to

900 seconds CPU time and 13 GB memory per benchmark. To aid reproducibility,

we provide5 the implementation sources along with the compilation instructions, the

benchmarks, and scripts that can be used to run the tool on the benchmarks. As

explained in Section 4.5, the three techniques are instances of a context-sensitive inter-

procedural analysis that traverses the callgraph backwards and propagates summaries

and calling contexts. For the concrete interpretation, values for non-deterministic

choices are picked by the SAT solver. For the abstract interpretation we use disjunc-

tions of intervals. Note that termination is not an issue in this case because we are

dealing with finite state systems. For infinite-state systems, one may use strategy

iteration [20,88]. We have implemented an algorithm based on strategy iteration, for

finite-state systems.

5https://github.com/kumarmadhukar/2ls/tree/atva17
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Figure 4.4: Comparison on Product Line benchmarks

Benchmarks We selected the unsafe examples (265 benchmarks) from the product-

lines collection of the SV-COMP 2017 benchmarks set for our experiments. These

benchmarks have a reasonably complex procedural structure (83 procedures per

benchmark on average), which makes it suitable to test the effectiveness of our

techniques. Our experiments were aimed at proving these benchmarks unsafe, i.e. for

every benchmark program, we stopped at the first assertion violation that was reached.

We set an unwinding depth of 5 for all the benchmarks, across all the techniques. The

chosen depth might have been, in some cases, higher than what would be necessary to

find a refutation. However, the aim of our experiments was to compare the scalability

of the techniques in general, and not to find out the least amount of time needed to

decide if a given benchmark is unsafe.

Results Fig. 4.4 shows the results plotting for each technique the cumulative time (y-

axis) it takes to solve (i.e., to decide that it is unsafe) the given number of benchmarks

(x-axis). The longer the line for a technique extends to the right the more benchmarks

were solved within the resource limits. These results show some interesting tendencies.

We observe that the symbolic backward interpretation performs best. It is complete,

but could potentially degrade into a monolithic analysis if summaries cannot be

sufficiently simplified and reused. But on this benchmark set it works quite well on
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a certain number of benchmarks. The abstract backward interpretation is very fast

on a couple of benchmarks, but then remains inconclusive. This is supposedly due

to the imprecision introduced by the weak abstract domain that we use. Yet, this is

encouraging that by a clever choice of abstractions one could outperform the symbolic

backward interpretation. The concrete backward interpretation succeeds only on very

few benchmarks and is surprisingly slow. An explanation for this is that it is required

to make non-deterministic choices that may turn out to be bad choices and make

a counterexample infeasible. Moreover, the summaries that it computes usually do

not generalise beyond the procedure invocation they were generated for. Hence, this

technique is likely to degrade into following the entire execution path, spoiling the

benefits of modularity while exhibiting the drawbacks of abstraction. The monolithic

analysis (bounded model checking), which is based on full inlining is slowest but solves

almost as many benchmarks as the abstract one.

4.7 Extension to Loops

This section is an extension of the refutation problem to non-recursive programs with

loops. The formalisation given here introduces inductive invariant predicates (see

Section 4.2), besides summaries in calling contexts, to abstract effect of loops in the

program.

Formalizing the Input/Output Transition System To tackle programs with

loops, we first formalize the input/output transition system a little differently from

what we have seen earlier. Let the input/output transition system of a procedure

f be a triple (Initf ,Tf ,Outf), where Tf(x,x′) is the transition relation, which can

encode both, loop-free procedures as well as procedures with loops; the input relation

Initf(xin,x) defines the initial states of the transition system and relates it to the

inputs xin; the output relation Outf(x,xout) connects the transition system to the

outputs xout of the procedure. Inputs, as earlier, are procedure parameters, global

variables, and memory objects that are read by f . Similarly, outputs are return values,

and potential side effects such as global variables and memory objects written by f .

Internal states x are commonly the values of variables at the loop heads (if any) in

f . Modeling T for procedures with loops is done by simply modeling each loop body

as a piece-wise transition relation. The transition relation for the entire procedure is

obtained by stitching the piece-wise transition relations using boolean guard variables

(g) to model control flow and continuation.
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Definition 4.7.1 (Invariants). For a procedure given by (Initf ,Tf ,Outf ) we define:

• An invariant of f is a predicate Inv f such that:

∀xin,x,x′ :
(
Initf (xin,x) =⇒ Inv f (x)

)
∧
(
Inv f (x) ∧ Tf (x,x′) =⇒ Inv f (x′)

)
Monolithic safety refutation The following formula extends the monolithic safety

verification problem from (4.3) to include invariants.

∃
for all f∈F︷ ︸︸ ︷

Sumf , Inv f ,CallCtx f , . . . :
∧

f∈F ∀Xf :

CallCtx f (xin
f ,x

out
f ) =⇒(

Initf (xin
f ,xf ) =⇒ Inv f (xf )

)
∧
(
Inv f (xf ) ∧ Tf (xf ,x

′
f )∧

Sumsf =⇒ Propsf (xf ) ∧ Inv f (x′f )∧∧
j∈CSf

CallCtx func(j)(x
p in

j,x
p out

j)
)

∧
(
Initf (xin

f ,xf ) ∧ Inv f (xf )∧
Inv f (x′f ) ∧Outf (x′f ,x

out
f ) =⇒ Sumf (xin

f ,x
out

f )
)

(4.11)

Here, Xf refers to the variables in Tf , including intermediate and primed variables.

The inputs and outputs are constrained by the calling context CallCtx f ; the first

two conjuncts are the base and step case to define inductiveness of the invariant, and

the last conjunct defines the summary.

Modular safety refutation We use the same approach as in (4.4) to derive a

modular formulation. I.e. for each f ∈ F we have:

min Sumf , Inv f ,

for all j∈CSf︷ ︸︸ ︷
CallCtx j, . . . :∀Xf :

CallCtx f (xin
f ,x

out
f ) =⇒(

Initf (xin
f ,xf ) =⇒ Inv f (xf )

)
∧
(
Inv f (xf ) ∧ Tf (xf ,x

′
f )∧

Sumsf =⇒ Propsf (xf ) ∧ Inv f (x′f )∧∧
j∈CSf

CallCtx func(j)(x
p in

j,x
p out

j)
)

∧
(
Initf (xin

f ,xf ) ∧ Inv f (xf )∧
Inv f (x′f ) ∧Outf (x′f ,x

out
f ) =⇒ Sumf (xin

f ,x
out

f )
)

(4.12)

The composition operator is Alg. 3.
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To obtain witnesses, we extend (4.5) to include invariants.

max Sumf , Inv f ,

for all j∈CSf︷ ︸︸ ︷
CallCtx j, . . . : ∀Xf :(

Inv f (xf ) =⇒ (CallCtx f (xin
f ,x

out
f ) ∧Out(xout

f ,xf )∨
¬Propsf )

)
∧
(
Inv f (xf )∧∧

j∈CSf
CallCtx j(x

p in
j,x

p out
j) =⇒ Inv f (x′f ) ∧ Tf (xf ,x

′
f ) ∧ Sumsf

)
∧
(
Sumf (xin

f ,x
out

f ) =⇒ CallCtx f (xin
f ,x

out
f ) ∧ Initf (xin

f ,xf )∧
Inv f (xf ) ∧ Inv f (x′f ) ∧Outf (x′f ,x

out
f )
)

(4.13)

As above, the first and second conjuncts are the inductive definition of the invariant,

and the last conjunct is the definition of summary. Note that the base case is slightly

different because we start from property violations that might either come from the

calling context or the properties in f itself. Property violations in the callees are

considered by the step case. The composition operator is Alg. 3’. Note that the

algorithm does not synthesize invariants itself; it assumes that the invariants are

supplied from an external engine. The refutation algorithms with varying degrees of

completeness (discussed in Section 4.5) would continue to work in this case as well, if

we assume that the loops have been replaced with the given loop invariants.

void main ( )
{

i n t x ;
whi l e ( x < 2) {

x++;
foo ( x ) ;

}
}

void foo ( i n t y )
{

assert ( y < 1) ;
}

Tmain((x0, g0), (g3)) ≡ g1=(g0 ∧ (x0<2))∧
(x1=x0+1)∧
foo0((x1, g1), (x2, g2))∧
g3=((g0 ∧ ¬(x0<2))∨

(g2 ∧ ¬(x1<2)))
Propsmain ≡ true

Tfoo((y, g4), (g5)) ≡ g5=(g4 ∧ (y<1))
Props foo ≡ g4 ⇒ (y<1)

Figure 4.5: Example program with loop and its encoding

For example, let us apply the Abstract Backward Interpretation technique 4.5.2 to

the program shown in Fig. 4.5. Proceeding similarly as in the loop-free case, we get

Sum ũ
foo = (g4 ⇒ (MIN ≤ y ≤ 0)), i.e. Sumfoo = (g4 ∧ (1 ≤ y ≤ MAX )). Moreover,

at the beginning of the while loop in main, (MIN ≤ x ≤ 1) is an invariant, assuming

that the input x satisfies x ≤ 1 when main is called. Note that x may get the value 2

inside the loop, but the subsequent call to foo would ensure that an assertion violation

is reached and the value 2 never gets propagated at the loop-head. Therefore, using
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this invariant and Sumfoo, we deduce that an assertion violation is reachable if x may

lie in the range [0, 1] at the loop-head. Clearly, this is possible for all inputs x that

are in the range [MIN ,1]. Thus, we get the maximal refutation summary for main as

Summain = (g0 ∧ (MIN ≤ x0 ≤ 1)). In other words, the property is refutable if the

initial value of x is in the range [MIN , 1].

Note that we have used loop invariants to replace loops in the program. In general,

this may be done only if loop invariants are precise (and not over-approximate as they

could typically be) to guarantee soundness.

4.8 Discussion on Related Work

Compositional automated verification approaches have been considered in the tools

Whale [2] and FunFrog [99], for example. Horn clause encodings were used in [71].

These tools eventually use interpolation to compute abstractions. Under-approximating

precondition inference techniques have been proposed for polyhedra [85] and with the

help of bit blasting and loop iteration estimation [23]. All these techniques can be

used in our setting, however, their completeness properties remain to be evaluated.

Completeness considerations [89] have been conducted for compositional LTL model

checking [33,35] of (parallel) compositions of (infinite-) state transition systems. Since

the decomposition of sequential programs can be encoded into a composition of

parallel programs (with appropriate synchronisation), their completeness results are

expected to hold in our setting. Compositionality has also been explored in the context

of dynamic test generation to achieve scalability by memoizing symbolic execution

sub-paths as test summaries [53]. This has given rise to an incremental approach

for statically validating symbolic test summaries against code changes [54]. In our

framework memoization is naturally handled by the composition operator.

4.9 Concluding Remarks

We investigated compositional refutation techniques in horizontal, e.g. procedure-

modular, decompositions of sequential programs. We showed how to derive a com-

positional refutation framework step by step from the monolithic problem. We also

compared the completeness properties of concrete, abstract and symbolic modular

refutation approaches. Our experiments show that compositional refutation techniques

have an advantage over monolithic approaches, however, not all tested approaches

perform equally well because of their varying completeness.
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i n t main ( ) {
i n t x = ∗ ;
foo (x ) ;
r e turn 0 ;

}

i n t foo ( i n t a ) {
i f (a < 10) {
a = bar (a ) ;
a = bar (a ) ;
baz (a ) ;

}
re turn 0 ;

}

i n t bar ( i n t b ) {
re turn b+1;

}

i n t baz ( i n t c ) {
assert (c > 16) ;
r e turn 0 ;

}

Figure 4.6: An example program to demonstrate benefits of the compositional approach

There are two reasons why the compositional approach is advantageous. First,

while traversing backward, from an assertion, the spuriousness may often be discovered

without having to go all the way back to the entry point. In fact, reaching the

entry point (from assertion, backward) would mean an actual safety refutation. In

the example shown in Fig. 4.6, c = 14 is a counterexample obtained locally for the

function baz but it is spurious for the entire program. This spuriousness can be

detected at foo itself when the counterexample is propagated backward. Secondly, the

summaries computed once may be cached and reused, under suitable calling contexts.

For example, in the program shown above, the summary of bar may be reused when

it is called for the second time.

Using a portfolio of fast incomplete techniques and slower complete ones may

ensure that modular techniques are always at least as fast as monolithic ones in

practice.
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Open questions Modular analyses should be independent of a program’s syntactic

structure because real-world programs are not written in a nice and balanced way that

would enable efficient modular analysis. It would be worthwhile to explore semantic

decompositions into modules in order to make these techniques scale on real-world

programs. W.r.t. the inter-procedural backward analysis, it remains to be investigated

how to handle recursion.

Moreover, it would be interesting to look into compositional refutation in termi-

nation analysis. Also there, spuriousness of local refutations can occur due to lack

of context information: To find a counterexample to termination one needs to find a

stem from the entry point. Compositionality in this context has been explored in the

Ultimate tool [64]. We would also consider performance comparisons with testing, i.e.

dynamic refutation techniques (random, directed, concolic, etc.) to be beneficial to

advance research in static refutation techniques.

4.9.1 Notes

The techniques that we have developed for safety refutation can be useful in devel-

oping a framework that handles both safe and unsafe programs. In particular, the

refutation techniques may be thought of as one part of a bigger cycle, of abstraction-

refinement. This would allow one to work with both under-approximations and

over-approximations, and refine both of them as required. The under-approximations

can be refined by moving to a more complete spuriousness check algorithm, as dis-

cussed in this chapter. In the next one, we sketch the larger framework, by combining

compositional verification, inter-procedural analysis, and k-induction.
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Chapter 5

Exploiting Modularity of
Implementation: Proofs

Refutation techniques discussed in the previous chapter allow us to find safety violations

compositionally. But what if there are no violations to the safety property, i.e. the

property cannot be refuted? In other words, what if the program is safe? This chapter

discusses a refinement based algorithm, using k-induction, to obtain a proof of safety

for such programs.

Fig. 5.1 shows the generic structure of a refinement algorithm framework for

verification. As per this framework, one may begin the search for a proof (or a

counterexample) by starting with an over-approximation, even a coarse one e.g. true.

An over-approximation may be obtained in various ways, e.g. by replacing a called

procedure with an over-approximating summary, by over-approximating the context

in which a procedure is invoked, etc. Since we assume that loops have been unwound

to a fixed depth, this over-approximation is actually that of an under-approximation

of the program, and not of the original program itself. If, at any point during the

verification, it gets established that an over-approximation is safe (or unsafe, with a

non-spurious counterexample) then the original program is also safe (unsafe), and the

search aborts. Otherwise, one may switch to an under-approximation of the program,

and look for counterexamples. If a counterexample is found, the original program is

declared unsafe. Otherwise, a refinement is needed. In this framework, the refinement

for over-approximations is unwinding the program and inlining the procedure calls.

The under-approximation, on the other hand, is refined by using a more complete

algorithm for checking the spuriousness of the abstract counterexample. This happens

in the cycle starting from under-approximation, to check properties, cannot decide,

refine and back to a refined under-approximation (shown on the right in Fig. 5.1).
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Practical implementations of the refinement procedures are usually incomplete,

which leads to the extension of the algorithm by the dashed elements in Fig. 5.1.

On failure to refine the under-approximation, one can still try to refine the over-

approximation in the hope that this refinement helps avoiding the “cannot decide”

situation in the next iteration. On a subsequent failure to refine the over-approximation

one is forced to give up.

The refinement box on the right could be a more complete algorithm for spuriousness

check (as described in Section 4.5), while the one on the left could be inlining or

strengthening of summaries or even unwinding. Though, traditionally, unwinding is

not viewed as a refinement strategy when doing bounded model checking, in Fig. 5.1

the refinement of over-approximation on the left may be done by using a larger

unwinding.

One could use an entirely different approach for proving correctness, by explicitly

finding an inductive assertion that strengthens the property under consideration.

This may be done through various ways such as abstract interpretation, recurrence

analysis, interpolation, dynamic analysis, learning, etc. Each technique has its own

challenges and limitations. In contrast to these, Bounded Model Checkers exploit the

finiteness of the state graph to enable a complete approach for proving safety, based

on unrolling the transition relation. We explore a similar approach in this chapter as it

naturally fits into our framework, however we do not wish to rely on a property of the

state graph. Therefore, we use k-induction. It is a technique that allows verification

to succeed using weaker loop invariants, than are required, by strengthening the

premise sufficiently so that an inductive argument may successfully be made. This

strengthening is done by considering multiple steps of the transition relation at once

(for instance, by unrolling loops partially and adding the unrolled body to the already

existing premise). Informally, in the framework described in Fig. 5.1 above, the base

case check happens on the right hand side (using under-approximations), while the

inductiveness check happens on the left. Although k-induction is one of the most

popular techniques for proving safety, for large programs, the bounded model checking

instances generated to check k-inductive proofs often exceed the limits of resources

available. Performing k-induction in a modular way could speed up verification. We

propose an interprocedural approach to modular k-induction, as an instance of a more

general refinement approach to program verification.
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over-approximation

check properties
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don’t know how to refine

don’t know how to refine

Figure 5.1: Generic Structure of a Refinement Algorithm Framework

5.1 Motivating a Compositional Approach

Despite recent advent of several promising model-checking algorithms [3, 13,82] for

safety verification of software, scaling it to real world programs beyond a few thousand

lines of code remains a serious challenge. Bounded model checking (BMC) [36]

scales better, but is usually incomplete in practice. k-induction extends BMC-based

approaches from falsification to verification. Nevertheless, its scalability remains an

issue as the value of k may become quite large (it increases in every iteration until a

safety proof is obtained for safe programs), resulting in the BMC instances becoming

unmanageable.

One of the main restrictions that limits the scalability of these techniques is

that they are not compositional. That is, they analyze code as a monolithic usually

flattened entity instead of using a divide-and-conquer approach that exploits the

syntactic or semantic structure, e.g. procedure hierarchy, in the program. For example,

BMC inlines all procedures in the program before unwinding the loops. Most leading

complete model-checking methods for safety verification [3, 13,20,82], including ones

that use over-approximations, are not compositional. In this work, we develop a

compositional k-induction technique for safety verification of software. A central

problem that a compositional approach for k-induction brings in is that of selective

refinement (be it unwinding or inlining), which has been addressed in this chapter.

A decomposition of a verification problem intuitively splits the original problem

into a set of subproblems that cover the original problem. The decomposition operator

for the problem has a corresponding composition operator for composing the results

obtained from the subproblems in order to obtain the solution of the original problem.
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Compositionality has been naturally studied in the context of the parallel compo-

sition of processes (e.g. [33,35,89]) where the decomposition is performed according

the the process structure and the composition operator is a rely-guarantee proof rule,

for example.

For sequential programs, decompositions can be horizontal, e.g. procedure-modular

decompositions. In terms of program executions, a horizontal decomposition cuts

execution traces into pieces, i.e. each element of the decomposed program captures

a set of subtraces. Vertical decomposition focuses on whole execution traces. E.g.

program slices (e.g. [62]) are an example of vertical decompositions.

5.1.1 Contributions

We summarise the contributions of this chapter as follows.

• We begin with an informal overview of our technique (Section 5.4), and then

formulate interprocedural verification by k-induction (Section 5.5).

• We propose a horizontal, i.e. interprocedural k-induction approach based on

an interprocedural counterexample spuriousness check (Section 5.5.1) and a

selective refinement of loop unwindings and procedure inlining (Section 5.5.2).

5.2 Discussion on Related Work

The novelty of our work lies in connecting three well-studied techniques - k-induction,

compositional verification, and inter-procedural analysis. Hence we can only give a

brief overview of the vast amount of relevant literature.

Since it was observed [100] that k-induction for finite state systems (e.g. hardware

circuits) can be done by using an (incremental) SAT solver [45], it has become more

and more popular also in the software community as a tool for safety proofs. Using

SMT solvers, it has been applied to Lustre models [59] (monolithic transition relations)

and C programs [44] (multiple and nested loops).

k-induction often requires additional invariants to succeed, which can be obtained

by abstract interpretation. For example, Garoche et al. [50] use SMT solving to infer

intermediate invariants over templates for the use in k-induction of Lustre models. As

most of these approaches (except [22]), they consider (linear) arithmetic over rational

numbers only, whereas our target are C programs with bit-vectors (representing

machine integers, floating-point numbers, etc). In [20], k-induction framework was

integrated with a template-driven SMT-based loop invariants generation method.
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This integrated framework exploited k-induction as a refinement strategy for deriving

stronger invariants and using the derived invariants in turn to strengthen induction

hypothesis for improve success of an induction proof. The work presented in this

chapter can be considered as a compositional version of that work by using procedure

summaries derived via integration of an inter-procedural analysis technique.

The idea of synthesizing abstractions with the help of solvers can be traced back

to predicate abstraction [55]; Reps et al. [91] proposed a method for symbolically

computing best abstract transformers; these techniques were later refined [22,70,102]

for application to various template domains. Using binary search for optimization

in this context was proposed by Gulwani et al. [57]. Similar techniques using LP

solving for optimization originate from strategy iteration [52]. Recently, SMT modulo

optimization [78, 98] techniques were proposed that foster application to invariant

generation by optimization. While all of these works show how to perform composi-

tional proofs using abstractions and invariants, the missing pieces are how to check

for a spurious counterexample and how to refine the abstractions once a spurious

counter example is discovered. We take a small step towards plugging this gap. Our

refinement step, through selective unwinding and inlining of procedure calls, delays

the construction of an exponentially-sized formula as much as possible, similar to the

stratified inlining proposed by Lal et al. [75].

An alternative to alleviating the state-space explosion problem compositionally is

through assume-guarantee reasoning [69,87,90]. Under this framework, each component

of a system makes an assumption about the behaviour of other components, and, in

return, guarantees something about its own behaviour. However, generating proper

assumptions remains to be a major issue in the practicability of this.

Interpolation-based algorithms have also been used, in an inter-procedural setting,

to provide modular safety proofs of sequential programs (e.g. Whale [2, 71]). Whale

uses Craig interpolants to compute function summaries by generalizing from under-

approximations of functions. In contrast, our work uses k-induction and involves a

refinement loop instead of generalization.

5.3 Preliminaries

Program model and notation. The program model and the notation that we

use here is the same as in the last chapter (see Sections 4.7 and 4.2). We recall that

we view programs are symbolic transition systems. Its states are described by an

interpretation to the program variables, and formulas may be used to describe a set of
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void main ( ) {
i n t a , b , c ;
assume ( a !=b !=c !=a ) ;
whi l e (1 ) {

// p a r a l l e l ass ignment
a , b , c = c , a , b

i f ( b = c )
a = foo (a , b , c ) ;

a = bar (a , b , c ) ;
// a s s e r t ( a != b)

}
}

i n t foo ( i n t x , y , z ) {
r e turn z ;

}

i n t bar ( i n t u , v , w ) {
assert ( u != v ) ;
r e turn u ;

}

Initmain((), (a0, b0, c0, g0)) ≡ (a0 6= b0 6= c0 6= a0) ∧ g0
Tmain((a0, b0, c0, g0),

(a3, b1, c1, g6)) ≡ (g1 = g0 ∧ true)∧
a1 = c0 ∧ b1 = a0 ∧ c1 = b0∧
g2 = (g1 ∧ (b1 = c1))∧
g2 ⇒

foo0(((a1, b1, c1), g2), (a2, g3)))∧
g4 = (g3 ∨ ¬(g2))∧
bar 0(((a2, b1, c1), g4), (a3, g5))∧
g6 = (g5 ∨ ¬(g′1))

Outmain() ≡ true
Propsmain ≡ true

Init foo((x, y, z),
(x0, y0, z0, g7)) ≡ x = x0 ∧ y = y0 ∧ z = z0 ∧ g7

Tfoo(((x0, y0, z0), g7),
(z1, g8)) ≡ g8 = g7

Out foo(((x0, y0, z0), g7),
(z1, g8)) ≡ g8 ⇒ (z1 = z0)
Props foo ≡ true

Initbar((u, v, w),
(u0, v0, w0, g9)) ≡ u = u0 ∧ v = v0 ∧ w = w0 ∧ g9

Tbar(((u0, v0, w0), g9),
(u1, g10)) ≡ g10 = (g9 ∧ ¬(u0 = v0))

Outbar(((u0, v0, w0), g9),
(u1, g10)) ≡ g10 ⇒ (u1 = u0)
Propsbar ≡ (u0 6= v0)

Figure 5.2: Example program and its encoding

states. T is a transition relation between pairs of such interpretations which describes

how the states are transformed by the program. Fig. 5.2 gives an example of the

encoding of a program into such formulae. Before we proceed, note that one may

attempt to find an inductive and adequate invariant for such programs, and thereby

prove the program safe. An inductive invariant is one that holds in the beginning (the

initial state), and assuming that it holds in an arbitrary state, may be proved to hold

in the subsequent state as per the transition relation. The notion of adequacy is only

with respect to the property, i.e. it is adequate if it can discharge the property.

But discovering an adequate inductive invariant is an orthogonal task to what we

are trying here. One may think of these as two ends of a spectrum. On the one end,
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we speak of fixing k to 1, and search for an inductive strengthening of the property.

While on the other end, k-induction fixes the property to be what it is, and looks

for a k such that it is k-inductive. Further, generating an adequate invariant is a

difficult task. Hence, it certainly makes sense to look at techniques at the opposite

end of the spectrum, or even a combination of the two extremes. The inputs xin of

foo are (x, y, z), and the outputs xout consist of the return value of foo, denoted by

z1 in the program. The transition relation, Tfoo, encodes the procedure body over

the internal state variables (x0, y0, z0). If a procedure modifies the state variables

multiple times, such as in main, then we may need more than the initial variables to

model the T formula using SSA formula to denote each update to a variable. For the

procedure main shown in Fig. 5.2, Tmain essentially contains the transition relation

for the body of the while loop. The loop control is modeled by additional loop control

guard variables, e.g. g1 in main. The guard g1 tell us if the body of the loop in main

is reachable or not. The loop body is reachable if and only if a) the procedure main

is reachable (modeled by the guard g0), and b) the loop condition (which is simply

true in this case). This is why we see the expression (g1 = g0 ∧ true) in Tmain. The

post loop control variable (denoted by a primed version of the corresponding variable)

is set to false to denote exiting from the loop. In procedure main in Fig. 5.2, the

placeholder for the first procedure call to foo is foo0(((a1, b1, c1), g
in
foo), (a2, g

out
foo)) with

the actual inputs and output parameters and the entry/exit guards.

5.3.1 Monolithic k-Induction

As we know, bounded model checking (BMC) focuses on refutation by picking an

unwinding limit k and solving:

∃x0, . . . ,xk : Init(xin,x0) ∧ T [k] ∧ ¬P [k + 1] (5.1)

where

T [k] =
∧

i∈[0,k−1]

T (xi,xi+1) P [k] =
∧

i∈[0,k−1]

¬Err(xi)

and the predicate Err denotes an error state, i.e. a state violating Props .

Incremental BMC avoids the need for a fixed bound by repeatedly using BMC with

increasing bounds, often optimized by using the solver incrementally. If the bound

starts linearly from zero, it may be assumed that there are no errors in the previous

states giving a simpler test:
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∃x0, . . . ,xk : Init(xin,x0) ∧ T [k] ∧ P [k + 1] ∧ Err(xk) (5.2)

k-induction [100] can be thought of as an extension of incremental BMC that can

show system safety as well as produce counterexamples. It makes use of k-inductive

invariants, which are predicates, KInv , for which the following holds:

∀x0 . . .xk : I[k] ∧ T [k]⇒ KInv(xk) (5.3)

where

I[k] =
∧

i∈[0,k−1]

KInv(xi) (5.4)

k-inductive invariants have the following useful properties:

• Any inductive invariant is a 1-inductive invariant and vice versa.

• Any k-inductive invariant is a (k + 1)-inductive invariant.

• A system is safe if and only if there is a predicate, KInv , which satisfies:

∀x0 . . .xk : (Init(xin,x0) ∧ T [k]⇒ I[k])∧
(I[k] ∧ T [k]⇒ KInv(xk))∧
(KInv(xk)⇒ ¬Err(xk))

(5.5)

In this formula, the first two conjuncts ensure that KInv is a k-inductive invariant.

The first conjunct confirms that KInv holds in the first k-steps of the program (i.e., the

base-case necessary for the inductive argument to work). The second one guarantees

that if KInv holds for any sequence of k-steps, then it holds in the (k+ 1)th-step. The

last conjunct says that KInv is sufficient to establish that the program is safe.

According to Brain et al. [20,21], showing that a k-inductive invariant exists is sufficient

to show that an inductive invariant exists but it does not imply that the k-inductive

invariant is an inductive invariant. Often the corresponding inductive invariant is

significantly more complex. Thus, k-induction can be seen as a trade-off between

generating invariants, and checking them, as it is a means to benefit as much as

possible from simpler invariants by using a more complex property check.

Finding a candidate k-inductive invariant is hard so implementations often use

¬Err(x). Linearly increasing k can be used to simplify the expression by assuming

there are no errors at previous states:

∃x0, . . . ,xk : (Init(xin,x0) ∧ T [k] ∧ P [k] ∧ Err(xk))∨
(T [k] ∧ P [k] ∧ ¬Err(xk))

(5.6)
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A model of the first part of the disjunct is a concrete counterexample (k-induction

subsumes bounded model checking) and if the whole formula has no models, then

¬Err(x) is a k-inductive invariant and the system is safe.

Applying monolithic k-induction to a program with multiple procedures effectively

involves constructing T corresponding to the flattened program obtained by inlining

all the procedure calls by their body instances. For example, the monolithic version

of T for main in Fig. 5.2 is obtained by inlining the call instances to foo and bar

by their instantiated procedure bodies, and then constructing a T and Init for the

inlined main. The goal of this work is to devise an algorithm to perform k-induction

in a compositional way using summaries for the procedure calls using inlining only as

required.

Theorem 5.3.1 (Monolithic k-induction).

i) If the property is k-inductive for some k then the monolithic k-induction algorithm

will prove it.

ii) If there is a counterexample reachable after k iterations, then the monolithic

k-induction algorithm will find it.

Proof (sketch): Since we are talking about finite state systems, if the program is

safe, ¬Err(x) is itself k-inductive for some k (≤ n). This holds true because if the

program is safe, then Err(x) cannot intersect with the set of reachable states, and the

latter can be precisely computed when the program is fully unrolled (i.e., when k = n).

Thus, since k is incremented in each step, the proof is bound to succeed sometime

unless a counterexample is obtained first.

In case of an unsafe program, where a counterexample is reachable in k-iterations,

the monolithic k-induction will eventually reach that k and obtain a counterexample

(because equation 5.5 would get violated).

5.3.2 Interprocedural Analysis

Moving on to interprocedural analysis, we introduce formal notation for the basic

concepts below:

Definition 5.3.2. For a procedure given by (Init ,T ,Out) we define:

• An invariant is a predicate Inv such that:

∀xin,x,x′ : Init(xin,x) =⇒ Inv(x)
∧ Inv(x) ∧ T (x,x′) =⇒ Inv(x′)
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• Given an invariant Inv, a summary is a predicate Sum such that:

∀xin,x,x′,xout : Init(xin,x) ∧ T (x,x′) ∧ Inv(x′) ∧Out(x′,xout)
=⇒ Sum(xin,xout)

• Given an invariant Inv, the calling context for a procedure call h at call site i

in the given procedure is a predicate CallCtxhi
such that

∀x,x′,xp in
i,x

p out
i :

Inv(x) ∧ T (x,x′) =⇒ CallCtxhi
(xp in

i,x
p out

i)

These concepts have the following roles. Invariants abstract the behaviour of loops.

Summaries abstract the behaviour of called procedures; they are used to strengthen

the placeholder predicates. Calling contexts abstract the caller’s behaviour w.r.t. the

procedure being called. When analyzing the callee, the calling contexts are used to

constrain its inputs and outputs.

In Fig. 5.2, a candidate Inv(a, b, c) for the loop in main is (a 6= b 6= c 6= a); a

summary for Summain((a, b, c), (a′, b′, c′)) corresponding to this Inv can be (a′ 6= b′ 6=
c′ 6= a′), an over-approximation of the actual program behaviour;

5.4 Informal Overview

The program shown in Fig. 5.2 has a simple loop in main that rotates the values in a,

b, and c, in the beginning of every iteration of the while loop, and then conditionally

makes an assignment to a. First, let us consider a version of the program in which

the update to a with the return value of bar is replaced an assert statement, (a 6= b),

shown in a comment below the call to bar. With this modification, the program checks

for the assertion (a 6= b) in the loop inside main. The assertion is safe as a, b, and

c are initialized to distinct values, and remain distinct with every execution of the

loop. Note that although the conditional assignment to a invoking foo can violate the

assertion, it is never executed as the condition is invariably false.

Verifying this program using bounded model checking, for large loop bounds, would

require the loop to be unwound up to the given bound, which may not be feasible

practically. This program is a good candidate for using k-induction as it can be

successfully verified with three unwindings (i.e., k=3) even though the loop bound is

infinite. To see this, let us go through the program and understand what is happening.

The fact that a, b, and c are all distinct holds in the beginning, and is indeed a loop

invariant, but we are not discovering loop invariants here. We wish to prove the

assertion using an inductive argument. So, let us say that we start with arbitrary
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values assigned to the variables a, b, and c, subject to the condition given in the

assertion, that a and b must be distinct. Now, if go through the loop body once, a

takes the value that was there in c, and b takes that one of a. This, of course, does not

tell us that the new values of a and b are distinct (because we did not know if c and a

were distinct in the beginning). Therefore, we assume once again that the assertion

holds (i.e., we assume that c and a are distinct) and iterate through the loop once

more. Now, a takes that value that was originally there in b, and b takes the one that

was originally there in c. We still cannot say that a and b are distinct, because we have

made only two assumptions about the arbitrarily chosen values – that a and b are not

the same, and c and a are not the same. We still do not know whether the original

values of b and c are same or not. Once again, therefore, we assume that the assertion

holds (i.e., we assume that b and c are distinct). Together, with all these assumptions,

we have discovered that all the variables have distinct values, and we can prove that

no matter how many times the loop iterates after this, a and b will always be distinct.

Notice that the standard (1-)induction argument would be insufficient here because

the property cannot be discharged at that stage. Therefore, we strengthen the premise

by unrolling the loop and attempt the proof again. Since we had to unwind the loop

a total of three times, we are saying that 3-induction is sufficient here.

It is also noteworthy that if one used monolithic k-induction in which every

procedure call is inlined, the size of inlined code, and hence the size of SAT instances,

can grow exponentially for each unwinding. In compositional verification, we use

over-approximation summaries for procedure calls and refine them, possibly with

inlining as required, along with loop unwindings. In our example, using the summary

true for foo is sufficient to obtain a successful k-induction proof for k=3 without the

need to inline at all, resulting in smaller SAT proof instances.

However, sometimes we may need to refine one or more procedure call instances.

Consider a version of the main program as shown in Fig. 5.2 which includes the call

to bar. The assertion is now checked inside bar. For this program, replacing bar with

an over-approximating summary, true, and unwinding the loop once will give rise to a

spurious counterexample, with (a = b) or (a = c), during the assertion check. In order

to get a successful compositional k-induction proof, we need the ability to check if

a counterexample is spurious, and, if so, use the information in the counterexample

trace to possibly selectively refine some of the call instances. For example, in this

case we can determine only bar needs to be refined as the value returned by bar and

the resulting assignment is the reason for the counterexample. The procedure call

instances that are sufficient and likely candidates for refinement for a successful proof
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can be determined based on an analysis of the counterexample and the code. There

exists a trade-off between the overhead required for this analysis and the precision

of refinement. In Section 5.5.2, we list three approaches that we have developed for

selecting candidate sets of call instances for refinement. Once bar is refined by inlining

its body, the program is verified to be safe k-induction in the next round of unwinding.

Another dimension for refinement is how to refine the selected call instances. The

simplest refinement is to just inline the procedure body. A more semantic approach is

to sufficiently refine the over- approximation summary. In our example, a sufficient

refinement for bar can be (a 6= b 6= c), or, simply, even (a 6= b). In section 5.5.3, we

discuss some ways for using the spurious counterexample to guide an abstract domain

based summary generation tool 2LS that we use for implementing our compositional

k-induction technique.

Checking if a counterexample is spurious for any given unwinding (an under-

approximation of the program) can be done precisely only if every procedure call

instance in the unwound code is inlined with its body or an over-approximation

summary of it. Such a monolithic approach is fine as the assertion generating the

counterexample is in the main program. However, if the assertion is embedded inside

a procedure deep down the hierarchy, a monolithic method becomes impractical. Our

compositional spurious counterexample checking method allows modular analysis

of each procedure, e.g. foo and bar in Fig. 5.2, during counterexample analysis.

We have implemented a number of compositional counterexample checking methods

that trade-off precision to completeness (see Section 4.5). So, our compositional

verification method requires a refinement step that iterates over these methods within

the phase of counterexample checking for spuriousness. We describe our compositional

counterexample-checking method in Section 5.5.1.

5.5 Horizontal: Interprocedural k-Induction

Horizontal, interprocedural, k-induction (Algorithm 4) differs from the monolithic

one in exactly one aspect - the refinement in case of spurious counterexamples. This

directly relates to the two basic building blocks on which this technique relies: the

spuriousness check of counterexamples (the under-approximative right-hand side of

Fig. 5.1) and the refinement of the over-approximation.

Being an interprocedural approach to k-induction, inlining is also a possible refine-

ment strategy, apart from the usual refinement of monolithic approach, which is loop
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Algorithm 4 Interprocedural k-Induction

1: while a proof or a counterexample is not obtained do
2: check all properties in each procedure
3: mark proved properties as passed
4: for every failed property do
5: if the failure (i.e. counterexample) is non-spurious then
6: mark the property as failed
7: else
8: spuriousness check return unsat
9: find the unsat core

10: detect the loops and procedures which are a part of the unsat core
11: refine – by unwinding the loops and inlining the procedure calls

unwinding. Besides, since the spuriousness check of counterexample is interprocedural

too, this allows for “selective” loop unwinding. The next two subsections explain

these.

Since the refinements that we perform eventually converge to the monolithic case,

i.e. all procedures inlined and unwound to some finite k, we can therefore state that

interprocedural k-induction is as complete as monolithic k-induction:

Theorem 5.5.1 (Interprocedural k-induction).

i) If monolithic k-induction proves a property for some finite k then the interprocedural

k-induction algorithm will prove it.

ii) If monolithic k-induction finds a counterexample after a finite k number of iterations,

then the interprocedural k-induction algorithm will find it too.

Proof (sketch): We may argue by induction on the number of procedure calls.

Base case: The theorem trivially reduces to the monolithic case if there is just one

procedure call.

Inductive step: Assume it holds for programs with up to n procedure calls. Consider

a program with (n + 1) procedure calls. Suppose we are doing interprocedural k-

induction and we get a counterexample. If the counterexample is valid, then we are

done. If not, while refining we would be unwinding some loops, or inlining some

function calls. Since the loops can only be unwound a finite number of times, a function

call would eventually get inlined as part of the refinement, giving us a program with

n procedure calls. From the induction hypothesis, it follows that the inter-procedural

k-induction will be able to get the same result as the monolithic k-induction.
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5.5.1 Spuriousness Check of Counterexamples

Consider the example shown in Fig. 5.2 in Section 5.3. Analysing procedure bar in

isolation gives a counterexample, which is spurious in our case as the program in

Fig. 5.2 is safe.

Bounding the number of unwindings by k, a local counterexample for a procedure

f is a solution of the formula:

¬∀

all variables in f︷ ︸︸ ︷
xin

f ,x
out

f , . . . :
Initf ∧ T k

f ∧Outf =⇒ Propsk
f

(5.7)

where T k
f (resp. Propsk

f ) is shorthand for∧
1≤i≤k Tf (xj,i−1,xj,i) (resp.

∧
0≤i≤k Propsf (xj,i)).

Instantiated on our example, we have

¬∀ u, v, w, u0, v0, w0, u1 :

((u = u0 ∧ v = v0 ∧ w = w0) ∧ g9∧

(g10 = g9 ∧ ¬(u0 = v0)) ∧ (g10 ⇒ (u1 = u0)))

=⇒ ¬(u0 = v0)

(5.8)

Since we are looking for a local counterexample of bar, we assume that the entry to

bar is reachable, while the exit is unreachable (due to the assertion violation). In other

words, the entry guard g9 is true while the exit guard g10 is false. One counterexample

here could be (u0 = v0 = 5), for example. The question is now how to decide whether

this counterexample is spurious or not, and to find a valid counterexample if one

exists. For instance, (u0 = v0 = 5) turns out to be spurious if we consider the whole

program because it is clear from the context available in main that the values of u

and v would never be equal when bar is called.

The set of local counterexamples found in a procedure f might contain many

counterexamples that are spurious for the whole program, i.e. they are infeasible from

the entry point of the program. A definite answer to this question cannot be given by

looking at the local problems alone, but only by analyzing the global one.

Chapter 4 discusses refutation algorithms of varying degrees of completeness.

Intuitively, the negation of the assertion has to be hoisted up along the error path to

the entry point of the program. If the obtained weakest precondition for the violation

of the assertion is not false, then the counterexample is feasible. Propagating up the

counterexample itself is not sufficient to decide spuriousness as explained above.
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5.5.2 Refinement Strategies

In the interprocedural setting there are two reasons for a counterexample to be spurious,

namely

1. A loop invariant is too weak.

2. The calling context information for a procedure call is too weak.

The question is which of the loop invariants and calling contexts is to blame.

Information to track down the culprit is obtained from a successful spuriousness check,

i.e. when we have proved a counterexample to be spurious. This corresponds to an

unsatisfiable formula, obtained by propagating the counterexample from the point

of assertion failure to program’s entry, calculating the weakest precondition of every

statement along the path. The unsatisfiability of this weakest precondition formula,

at any point, indicates that the counterexample cannot be propagated beyond that

point, and is therefore spurious. From the (over-approximation of the) UNSAT core

of this formula, we can over-approximate the set of loops and procedure calls that are

involved in showing spuriousness of the counterexample.

The refinement action for a loop in this set is adding another unwinding; for

procedures, it is inlining.

Based on this information, we have developed three different refinement strategies:

• Greedy: we always refine all elements in the set.

• Bottom-up: we prioritize the refinement of loops and procedures that are close

to the spurious assertion violations. If a procedure contains spuriously failing

assertions, all its loops are fully unwound (or it did not have loops), and all its

procedure calls are inlined (or it never called any procedures), then we inline

this procedure because the only reason for spuriousness is the lack of context

information. In order to avoid getting stuck in unwinding deep loops we limit

the number of unwindings that we do before proceeding with inlining.

• Top-down: we perform unwinding and inlining starting from the entry procedure

downwards.

The incomplete spuriousness checks could also be used for refinement. However,

they can only give directions for refinement that may turn out to be random.1 For

1The over-approximation of the UNSAT core adds such randomness in the refinements.
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example any loop or function call between the failing assertion and the point where

the concrete spuriousness check fails (we obtain precondition false) is a potential

candidate for refinement. Yet, it could be that the counterexample is not spurious at

all, then these refinements are actually unnecessary. Hence, incomplete spuriousness

checks can only help making “refinement guesses” that may not necessarily eliminate

spurious counterexamples.

Example. Consider the program shown in Fig. 5.2. When analyzed separately, the

procedure bar produces an assertion violating run (a counterexample) when u = v.

However, this counterexample is spurious, considering one unwinding2 of the while loop

in main, since (a0 6= b0 6= c0 6= a0), (a1 = c0∧b1 = a0∧c1 = b0), (b1 = c1)⇒ (a2 = c1),

(b1 6= c1)⇒ (a2 = a1), and (a2 = b1) are unsatisfiable. They, in fact, form an UNSAT

core. Note that the subscripts of variables a, b, and c represent the SSA form, so

that each variable gets assigned exactly once (also shown in Fig. 5.2). In this case,

there are no loop invariants that need strengthening. The spuriousness arises from

the constraint (a0 6= b0 6= c0 6= a0), which is a part of the UNSAT core. Therefore,

inlining gets rid of the spurious counterexample by strengthening the context.

5.5.3 Strengthen the Technique by Contexts and Invariants

The strategy used in Section 5.5.2, to refine an over-approximation of a program

during verification, involved unwinding of loops for k-induction in procedures that

were already inlined, and/or inlining procedures that were over-approximated, using

summaries and invariants. One can use a finer refinement strategy by deferring

inlining of the called procedures (or their summaries) by their body as late as required.

Instead, the summaries and invariants for loops in that case are made more precise by

strengthening them. The essential idea for this strengthening is to use the current

over-approximated transition relation of an inlined procedure in the hierarchy to derive

more precise calling context information for each called procedure instance in the

inlined procedure. This calling context can then be used to narrow down the search

for invariants and summaries. This may be done using 2LS [20, 96], a framework

that supports automatic inference of loop invariants and function summaries, with

algorithms for obtaining precise summaries and calling contexts as we discussed in

the last chapter.

2We consider an unwinding of one because it is sufficient to uncover the reason for spuriousness
in this case. Even for a larger unwinding of the while loop, the reason for a spurious counterexample
obtained by analyzing bar in isolation is the same.
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i n t bar ( i n t a , b , c ) {
a = ∗ ;
wh i l e (∗ ) {

i f (b < c ) assume (a > c ) ;
e l s e assume (a < c ) ;
r e turn a ;

}
assert (a != b ) ;

}

Figure 5.3

There are two typical situations while performing compositional k-induction where

this strengthening technique is particularly useful. The first situation is depicted in

Fig. 5.3, where we consider a slightly convoluted version of the procedure bar earlier

shown in Fig. 5.2. This version has a while loop but is behaviourally equivalent to

the original one under the calling context (b 6= c). If we are performing k-induction

over the while loop in bar after it has been inlined, then instead of starting from an

arbitrary state in the inductive step, one can refine the arbitrariness to conform to the

calling context information available at the call instance of bar. The precise calling

context for the calling instance of bar in main, of Fig. 5.2, is (b 6= c). With this calling

context information passed, 2LS will be able to generate the invariant (a 6= b ∧ a 6= c)

for the loop in bar and the same formula as summary for bar. This refined summary

can then be used to make the k-induction proof of the main loop to succeed without

inlining bar.

The second situation is illustrated by the while loop in main in Fig. 5.2, when

there is a call to a function from inside the loop. Suppose, for instance, that the initial

condition of a, b, and c being all distinct is not there. I.e., any of these variables may

be equal to any other variable, or even to both the other variables, before entering the

while loop. Now, if we analyze the loop code with the over-approximated summary

true for foo, we would get the context (b = c). In that case, we would generate another

summary of foo by taking this context into account, and thereby obtain a more precise

summary for foo to be used in the next iteration.

There are two steps essential in strengthening summaries and invariants, namely

(i) a forward calling context computing step that computes the calling context by

hierarchically traversing the call graph, and (ii) a backward strengthening step in which

the invariants and summaries are strengthened using the calling contexts generated
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in the first step. The calling context derivation and strengthening of summaries and

invariants is done by means of generating witnesses to the existentially quantified

formulas, as per the definitions below.

Definition 5.5.2. A forward calling context CallCtxhi
for hi in procedure f in calling

context CallCtx f is a satisfiability witness of the following formula:

∃CallCtxhi
, Inv f : ∀xin,x,x′,xout,xp in

i,x
p out

i :
CallCtxhi

(xin,xout) ∧ Sumsf =⇒ (Initf (xin,x) =⇒ Inv f (x))
∧ (Inv f (x) ∧ Tf (x,x′) =⇒

Inv f (x′) ∧ (ghi
=⇒ CallCtxhi

(xp in
i,x

p out
i))

with

Sumsf =
∧

calls hj in f (ghj
=⇒ Sums [h](xp in

j,x
p out

j))

where ghj
is the guard condition of procedure call hj in f , and Sums [h] is the currently

available summary for h.

Definition 5.5.3. A forward summary Sumf and invariants Inv f for procedure f in

calling context CallCtx f are satisfiability witnesses of the following formula:

∃Sumf , Inv f : ∀xin,x,x′,x′′,xout :
CallCtx f (xin,xout) ∧ Sumsf =⇒

(Initf (xin,x) ∧ Inv f (x′′) ∧Outf (x′′,xout)
=⇒ Inv f (x) ∧ Sumf (xin,xout))

∧ (Inv f (x) ∧ Tf (x,x′) =⇒ Inv f (x′))

These formulae are similar to those in Def 5.5.2, except that now we are not looking

for a predicate over input/output variables of the caller, but over arguments/return

values of a callee. Since Def. 5.5.2 and Def. 5.5.3 are interdependent, we can compute

them iteratively until a fixed point is reached in order to improve the precision of

calling contexts, invariants and summaries. The previous chapter illustrates a forward

summary algorithm, Alg. 3, showing how this may be done for programs with a fixed

unwinding of loops.

5.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we proposed an approach to interprocedural k-induction, based on

interprocedural spuriousness check of counterexamples explained in the last chapter.

We formulated this within a generic refinement framework - one that selectively

unwinds loops and inlines procedures. The interprocedural k-induction is as complete

as the monolithic case, since the refinement eventually converges to all procedures
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inlined and unwound up to the given k. We also looked at deferring inlining of the

over-approximated procedures by using summaries. The summaries may be imprecise

to begin with, but can be strengthened through the calling context information. This

chapter gives a theoretical illustration of how horizontal decompositions, around which

the compositional safety refutation techniques were devised in Chapter 4, can also

help us obtain safety proofs compositionally. The implementation and experimental

evaluation of this work are not a part of this thesis.

5.6.1 Notes

While this chapter uses k-induction to complete the compositional verification frame-

work with unwinding and inlining as refinement, one might equally well couple a

different abstraction-refinement strategy with the compositional refutation techniques.

The strategy may depend on how the system has been split into components. The

splitting criteria may even be semantic, not just syntactic. As we conclude in the next

chapter, we also discuss some prospects of our work.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this work, we looked at three important aspects integral to Statechart-like systems,

namely concurrency, cyclicity and size, and came up with techniques to overcome

their effect on scalability of software verifiers. In particular, we were interested in

finding an answer to the following questions:

1. For synchronous reactive systems modeled as Statemate Statecharts, is it

possible to analyze synchronous concurrency explicitly, rather than encoding it

as part of the system’s implementation?

2. Do loop accelerators enable existing program analysis algorithms to discover

loop invariants more reliably and more efficiently?

3. Is it possible to generate counterexamples in a modular way to speed up safety

refutation?

4. Is there a compositional approach to k-induction, in an abstraction-refinement

framework that allows a component-wise refinement instead of a monolithic one?

We list down, and then discuss, the key contributions made by this thesis, in an

attempt to answer these four questions.

• We proposed a technique tailored for verifying synchronous reactive systems, as

an extension of the LAwI algorithm implemented in Impara. We also described

an implementation of our technique into a tool called Sympara.

• We quantified the benefit of acceleration, as a source-level transformation,

for checking safety properties. We reported the results of a comprehensive

comparison over a number of benchmarks, showing that the combination of

acceleration and a safety checker outperforms existing tools and techniques, for

both safe and unsafe benchmarks.
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• We formalised the problem space of safety refutation in horizontal decomposi-

tions and characterised the compositional completeness guarantees of various

algorithmic approaches. We also described three refutation approaches with

different degrees of completeness, and compared their completeness and efficiency

through experiments.

• We formulated verification by k-induction within a generic refinement algorithm

framework, and proposed a horizontal, i.e. interprocedural k-induction approach

based on an interprocedural counterexample spuriousness check and a selective

refinement of loop unwindings and procedure inlining.

Analyzing synchronous reactive systems, under the semantics that we were looking

at, does not require one to address concurrency in the most general setting. However,

existing verifiers of such systems often flatten them into a global transition system, to

be able to apply off-the-shelf verification methods. This monolithic approach fails to

exploit the lock-step execution of the processes, severely limiting scalability.

We presented a novel formal verification technique that analyses synchronous

concurrency explicitly rather than encoding it. We proposed a variant of Lazy

Abstraction with Interpolants (LAwI), a technique successfully used in software

verification, and tailored it to synchronous reactive concurrency. We were able to

exploit the synchronous communication structure by fixing an execution schedule,

thus circumventing the exponential blow-up of state space caused by simulating

synchronous behaviour by means of interleavings. We also implemented this technique

in a tool called Sympara, and shared experimental results on realistic examples

showing that Sympara outperformed Bounded Model Checking with k-induction,

and a LAwI-based verifier for multi-threaded (asynchronous) software, by an order of

magnitude.

Addressing the issue of cyclicity, we quantified the benefits that acceleration offers

for checking safety properties of programs. Acceleration is a technique for summarising

loops by computing a closed-form representation of the loop behaviour. The closed

form can be turned into an accelerator, which is a code snippet that skips over

intermediate states of the loop to the end of the loop in a single step.

We experimentally evaluated whether loop accelerators enable existing program

analysis algorithm to discover loop invariants more reliably and more efficiently. This

work was the first comprehensive study on the synergies between acceleration and

invariant generation. We reported our experience with a collection of safe and unsafe

programs drawn from the Software Verification Competition and the literature.
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While attending to the aspect of size, we chose to deal with the problem of

refutation prior to that of proofs. In fact, our approach to finding safety proofs

employs our refutation strategies to solve a sub-problem. We look for a modular

approach as even the most successful techniques for refuting safety properties (finding

counterexamples by bounded model checking) exceed the limit of resources available, on

most model checking instances for large programs. Generating such counterexamples

in a modular way could speed up refutation but the counterexamples are inherently

non-compositional in nature, making it a challenging task. We formalised a space of

property-guided compositional refutation techniques, discussed their properties with

respect to efficiency and completeness, and presented an experimental evaluation of

the techniques.

For proofs, we looked at k-induction – one of the most popular techniques for

proving safety. With the similar motivation that performing k-induction in a modular

way could speed up verification, we proposed an interprocedural approach to modular k-

induction, as an instance of a more general refinement approach to program verification.

Additionally, since all our implementations have been done on the Cprover

framework, if there is practical interest, it would be possible to investigate how a

combination of these techniques fare.

The techniques developed, or proposed, as part of this work are essentially state-

space reduction techniques. This is not surprising – state-space explosion lies at the

core of automated software verification. So any technique that addresses scalability

issues, must reduce the state-space available for exploration. Our approach for verifying

synchronous reactive systems achieves this reduction through concurrent SSAs and

early elimination of infeasible paths. For loop acceleration, this is achieved by skipping

over intermediate states of a loop. Compositional techniques, described in the last

two chapters, accomplish this by analyzing the modules in isolation, as far as possible,

and composing the results in the end. Overall, this piece of work is aimed at scalable

verification, and the techniques have been developed keeping in mind the crucial

aspects of Statechart-like systems.

6.1 Prospects

The work in this thesis has led to some appealing ideas that would be worthwhile to

explore.

• In general, it would be interesting to see if an Impact like algorithm can benefit

from an external module that supplies invariants. Such a module may also
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accelerate invariant generation, beyond loop acceleration. Our work has laid the

platform needed to experiment with this, and to quantify its benefits.

• It would be rewarding to implement the techniques that we have theoretically

illustrated, in Chapter 5, for obtaining compositional safety proofs using k-

induction.

• For the compositional approaches to safety refutation and proofs, it would

be beneficial to explore different ways of procedure summarization. These

summaries may be of different degrees of precision, and may or may not be

property-directed. The modular framework described in this thesis allows and

assists future work in this direction.

The work in this thesis has also opened up new directions that would be interesting

to explore. For instance, while this thesis studies the modularity of implementations

based on the syntax (i.e., we split a system along procedures boundaries), it would be

gainful to explore if there are semantic boundaries that can be used for decomposing

a system into modules, such that compositional verification becomes easier. This

semantic split could even be motivated by the property to be verified. There seem to

be several ways in which this can be studied and, perhaps, this would be worthy of an

entire doctoral thesis in itself.

A short-term project, although a very useful one, would be to extend our work on

compositional refutation to generate integration test cases from unit tests. It might

be valuable to see if, given a set of unit tests (concrete summaries) for a subset of

functions, it is possible to obtain a set of integration tests (counterexamples) starting

from program entry point that has same coverage as unit tests (or show that some of

these tests are infeasible when starting from the entry point).
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